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Aiistract: This st* reports a resemchproject that explored the e#ec- 
tiveness ofclosed circuit television (CCTY) as a primary crime prwen- 
tion masure directed agaimt stag and cus t~mw thej2 In the retail 
clrrtPing sec-trm. It d~?m.~m1rda the m&lne,c.~ nfa .Wjng hejibre-and- 
afer research design, as w ~ f l  as the benefits oj-using d@mrnf meas- 
ures far dz@ere-entptcpases, including loss measured as apereentage of 
sales, loss by m b e r  of mzts stolen a d  loss t p  vaftte. Tire s&& also 
examines whether the costs of CCTPinstaEations are uflset by the 
knefit,~ ~fredacced 10s.~. It i.v concluded that robgvt merawres that me 
'pt fm a pznpose" allm infumd chicm to be mde h i  qpvpriate 
investment in crimepreve&hn CC?'Vtechnolo&v- 

-RETAIL CRIME THREATS 

The retail sector is cme of the largest stfd most dynamic parts of 
the United Kingdom's economy (O'Brien and Harris, 199 1 ; Cabill, 
199+ Guy, 1994). By the mid-f 990s the industry had a ttunover of 
E I87 billion, or 14% of the nation's gross domestic product, and it 
employed 2.4 million persons, or 10% of the British workforce, in 
same 328,000 retail oudets (Burrows and Speed, 1994; U.K. Honse o f  
Commons, 1994; Beck and Willis, 1995; Wells and Dryer, 1997). 
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Gmwing concern about crime threats to retailing led to the estab- 
lishment of the Retail Crime .Initiative by the British Retaif Consor- 
tium (BRC). From 19W t&=xz has been an annual zqwrt on retail 
crime and its costs. The survey for the financial year 1995-96 was 
based on 4 8 m  UX, retail outlets with a c o d &  turnover of over 
me-Mf of& retail sales (3VeBs and Dryer, 11997). 

The study revealed 5.3 million a k h a l  incidents in the course of 
a year - the equivalent of 18 0ffbc.e~ per outlet. The total a m d  
costs of retail t e e  were estim&ed to to £1 -9 billion - £1.4 billion 
sustziined as a r e d t  of b w n  or stqxckd crimd incidents, and a 
M e r  £450 million of expenditure m security M w a r e  and secu- 
rity services. Against annual sales of £I 87 billion, this was equivalent 
to 1 .1  3 0/e of totitl r&l twmver. Crin~t: costs ~ w t e d  to an average 
loss of £85 fbn each household in the country. 

Custorner theft and staff dishonesty dominated retail nime fig- 
ures. Retailers witnessed, or could quite clearly establish, 5 million 
instances of cusbmer the& with 1.5 million o e  apprehended 
md just over 1 d o n  ref& to the police. The gross loss due to 
customer theft was estimated to be £653 miffion - £21 f million lost 
clue to witnessed incidents and £442 million last to u n w i t n d  
crimes. The findings ape similar to those of a 1 W? U.K. Home Office 
study that identified 5.8 million instances of customer the& with 
witnessed incidents ttccowtkg for losses of £200 d k m  (Mkk 
Black and Ross, 1995). The BRC survey also found over 3 1,000 re- 
corded incidents of staff theft or bud, involviag nearly 20,000 & 
of whom 400h were rdkmd to the @ice. The d u e  of M ttr& re- 
corded by stores was £386 milion, £39 million derived lhm wit- 
nessed incidents (defect& cases) and £347 miftim &but& to & 
witnessed staff fhe% fsuspeeted cases), 

Findings %x the fashion retail sector reflected the broader picture. 
The BRC survey iht&d30,090 outlets with an m u a i  turnover of 
& 19 billion &at suffesed crimiml losses of £128 W o n ,  with rt h- 
ther £74 million spent on crime prevention measures. Against annual 
sales of519.3 billion, &is was equivalent b 1.05% of total cluhkg 
retail turnover. Over three-quarters of dl losses were attributed to 
just two oEhce categories - customer the8 d £53 million (41%) and 
swthcft at £47 Illiw~f (37%). Earlier mtail crime s w v  pointed kt 
near-identical findings (Bamfield, 1994; Burrows and Speed, 1% 
F o m  of Private Business, 1995; Minrlees-Bkk and Ross, 1995; 
Speed et al., 19951, and related studies have also highlighted the ex- 
tent nnd costa of retail crime @bfom, 1 986; U.K. Home C M h ,  1986; 
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Ekblom and Simon, 1988; Touche Ross, 1989, 1992; H~lbberd and 
Shapland, 1993; Beck and Willis, 1995). 

T h e d n b a r e ~ i v d - b c r i m i t . l a J W t b t ) K ~ i k k  
general, and the hhi-on retailer in particular, is mbstarrtial whether 
this is measured by the number of incidents or the direct costs of 
stock loss. There me dso cotfseque-ntid costs caused by disntptim to 
trade and taking remedial action, including instituting security 
meamres. All of these costs have to be borne, e i k  by retailers in 
&e form of fowered profits, by the cus- in the form of increased 
prices, or by both. E d l y ,  most of this victimisation remains w& 
outside the purview of the f o d  authorities; of tfK 5 milkion In- 
stances of retaiter-identified the% a year only 280,000 offences, or 
6% of the total, are recorded as police crime irtatisiics (UX. Home 
Office, 19%a; We& and Drqer, 197). There is a crime detection 
deficit, and even when offenders are known, they are not necessarily 
passed on to the pofice. These shortfds suggest that &me preven- 
tion initiatives need to be directed at the point where crimes are 
comikted (individual stores) and focused on the problems of cus- 
tomer theft and staffdish-. It is at this poiat &at C W  eom- 
mends itself as a suitable mechanism. 

GROWTH OF CCTV 
There is evidence that rising retail crime threats are increasingly 

being met by the itrStd1ation and use of security surveillance equip- 
ment. All the indicators point towards substantial and continuing 
growth I-n the CCTV market. Suweillance cameras we now found in a 
"bewildering variety* of settings (Honess and Charman, 1992) and are 
seen as a cmmwn feature of public life. Ln a three-year perid  fir#n 
1 994, government has pprovi £35 m i I h  fix 330 CCW i n d f a -  
tions, mostly in town centres (U.K Home Office, 1996b). Beck and 
Willis (1 995) estimate that over £300 nGIZion a year is spent on video 
surveillance equipment, with around 300,000 security cameras being 
sold, and that more than a d1im may be in use. h i h e  +fid1y7 
~ I C :  I7%i.d sC&K 2X3coUlZtS f0r t h ~  l a w &  pr0p0~0n of M P ~ I  CXpc%r- 
dime with over one-third of the total spend (36%}, fdbwed by the 
industrial sector (3 1 %), the cvmxrcid sec-tor f 17944 ztnd the p b k  
sector (1 6%). 

The BRC survey cmfhas the pr&ent psitian of C W  in the 
retail environment (We% and Dryer, 1997). Total &me prevention 
costs in 1995-96 a m 0 4  to £450 rdlioa, of w k h  £74 million or 
16% was CCTV-related - £54 d o n  capital expenditure on CCrV 
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installations md DO miffion on equipment maintamce and moni- 
toring. Earlier sweeps of the m e y  showed even higher levels of 
spending- & 1 33 milion irr 1993-94 and E 3 1 9 mikkm in 1994-95. In 
the three-year period flwn 1993-94 to f 995-96, a total of £326 mil- 
lion was spent on security ~ e i 1 ~  in the retail sector. The 
prominent position of C W  in retail crime prevention was cimdkmd 
by U.K. Home CBce research @!Tiif ees-Bf ack and Ross, 1 995). C W  
was fowd to be present iP1200A of all xtai1 w&ts and 36% of& 
larger outlets; its installation being positively correlated with previous 
vlctimisation and a known crime problem. It is clearly being used as 
a principal weapon in the fi&t winst shop crime. 

This enthusiasm h CCTY is b u t t r d  by a number of recurring 
themes (Beck and Willis, 1995). CCllr supsedly of f "  a ~ o f o @ -  
cal equivalent to extensive police or security surveillance, a case of 
the oficer on the beat or security guard bekg r+aced by an omni- 
present, near-infallibie robot eye in the sky on duty 24 hours a &y. tt 
offers day-and-night surveillance, witb an mpadleled capacity to 
deter or to detect the offender. Electtonic surveillance promises c o n  
prehensive crime control in a neat, high-techtro1ogy package - an 
off-the-sMf, state-of-tbe-art, d ~ n i c  panacea far crime. There is a 
seductive appeal to what might be called h e  "high-tech fix" There is 
a danger, however, &at wrmzzhmt to (ad ex- a) C C W ,  
in both the public and private sectors, may be m m  a matter of " s e  
carrity wish iidfdh~t" than ajudgement based on hard evidence and 
a reasoned assessment of its eE&ma. CCT'V may be e v i n g  a 
vote of confidence primarily because everyone wants to believe in its 
effectiveness rather than because I t s  eEtxtiveness has been demon- 
strated. 'it may be easier and more convenient to show blind fkith in 
its supposed czpibifities tb ta assess prclpedy its d b u t i o n  to 
crime ccorztx-01. To some extent the "hunches' &at inform decisions to 
install CCTV systems are largely a product of-a needs-led helief that 
there is (at long last) a techno-fix solution &at gttzmmkes rd-fife, 
crime control benefits, but this is h an evidence-led assess- 
ment of its contribution b crime prwenQm 

In its strongest fomx an uncritical belief in CCTV's eEec.tiveness 
codd operate so as to preclude any f d  assesmmt of its merits; 
and eEcacy lmxmes a pres@m that foilows fkom instaflrrtion. 
Equally, there can be technical reasons why CCTV remains under- 
researched or @y researched @liblorn and Pease, 1995; T*? 
1 997). Finally, Beck and Willis (1 995) have pointed to a raft of man- 
swerd questions about its impact in relation ta: the cktection of & 
fenders; the deterreme of would-be c x f k d a q  the d W i m  tu 



crime controI of displacing criminal activities elsewhere; Ule relative 
useklness of video i - e c o ~ g s  and red-time images; the ability of 
q m a t m  to monitor and make sense of ndtipb images; the impact 
on customers (who may be reassured even when there are no meas- 
urable benefits% and the &kt on shop std% (who may become less 
vigilant abmt mime fi3Ifwkg its insfa.llation). Tfiese paint to the need 
for high-quality data, which is seen to be in short supply (ECtwards 
and Tilley, 1994). 

Tilfey (I 997) goes rather further by suggesting that the question 
"Does C e r V  work?" is not susceptible to any con&- mwex e i k  
bemuse of techidly  we& evhtions or became Medent systems 
win have differential impacts, which implies that the question itseffis 
not "sensible, useful. or inb&$k" (p. 179), This i s  bo pessimistic, 
however, because the author promy proceeds to offer a new ap- 
proach, called reafistic evaluation, that seeks to establish what works 
fiw whom atld in what circwstitnces, w h  C C W s  effectiveness is 
seen as a '"imge of outcomes ...g enerated through mechanisms trig- 
gered in context" (Tiiey, 1997: 183; see also Pawson md Tilley, 1994, 
1997). What is redly being asserted here is the need to estab1isk kow 
CCTV works in defined settings so as to pr&ce particular outcomes. 

These rmon&le precepts em be applied ta the evduation of 
CCTV in the fashion retail seetar, where outcomes or measures of 
effectiveness can be understood as tlhe produd o-ftke af 
CCTV in a specific cankxt (hshiotl stores) h a partJcufat purpose. 
The critical variable is the purpose fw which CCTV is instalid, and 
there are major diB&mm here between dK kterests of the aca- 
demic researcher and those of the retailer. Tile former may wish to 
explore subtle ditferences between CCT\rs impact on detection or its 
deterrent efkd, or its eFb3 on eusbmer co* and feaf of 
crime. The latter has a more stxai@orward agenda - namely, the 
effect of CCT'V on the store's ability to make m q ;  under n& 
eircrrmstances the '* he'' is the '?kmt&m bsttsmk." This may be 
none too elegant but it reffects commercial realities. It ir a soEd 
enough imperative kin the retailer's poht of view, a d  it gives the 
researcher a clear enoagh agenda fbr evaluation, especiafty with the 
use ofm experimental design. 

The research question focuses, therefore, on whether CCTV is fit 
for the purpose ofreducing loss to the point where its costs are mxe 
than oEset by a reduction of loss due to its deployment. Again, this 
stands in contrast to Tilfq's (199'7) suggcsth that k will " d y  
if ever be s&cieflt dab to assess the fi;rU costs and benefits that can 
be directLy attxibutabte to C W "  (p. 182), but this is to misunder- 
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s b d  the realities of business life. Whae the prosped of maximising 
financial advantage is threatened by crime (stock loss caused by 
customer the& m staEihB) it is an &sotUte busbss  imperative - 
and a straightforwad artpir id question - as to whether the costs af 
installing CCTV can be compensated fm by reduced stock loss equal 
to (or greater &an) the crime prevmtkm itlitidve. This is an every- 
day commercial calculation of the same order as, 'r example, 
whether an investment in p r b t  adv- geneizks addi- 
sales over and above the costs of the publicity. 

METHODOLOGY 

Thcaimoftheprojectwastomeannetheimpactcfdiff~typs 
of CCTV systems on levels of loss, including its @wee over 
time, and to assess whether its costs were more than co~pensakd 
for by crime control bef i ts .  The project was cafl-ied out in 15 stores 
operated by a large W.K. fashiorr rztiileu with over 1 8 0  branches x u -  
tionwfde. All the stores were located in similar retailing envimtt- 
ments. Three diffirent types of CCW systems were iastalfed, each 
with varying degrees of sophisti.c8hn. Tht.ee stores had a high-level 
system with between two and four pan, tilt and zoom cofour cameras; 
between eight and 12 static co-lour camem; public monitors posi- 
tioned at aff customer entrances; the facility to record; md security 
staffmnitaring the system at aU times, The average cost of instalhg 
a high-level system was &24,000. Six stmes had it mebium-level sys- 
tem with between six and 12 static colour cameras, public monitors 
at each customer entrance, the facility to recod, but with monitoring 
carried out by the store manager fiom his or her oftice when time 
permitted. The avaage cost of installing a &urn level system was 
£14,000. The remaining six stom trad 8 )ow-Smd system with up to 
12 dummy cameras, public monitors at aU entrances but no facility 
to reeord. The average cost of instalkg a low-level system was 
£4,000. The terms high-level, medium-level and low-level are used 
below to refex to stores with these systems. M- of Min all the 
stores were given trahhg on how to use the system prior to the re 
search, and all the equipmat was in fbll working order thro@out 
the study period 

The research used a kfbre-and-& ex- design. Priar ta 
the ir~stalfation of C W ,  a stocktake was carried out in each of the 
stores to measure the amount lost as a percentage of sdes, the num- 
ber of units stolen and their value. This pfocess was repeated 13 
weeks after installation (3 months) and &en again after 28 weeks (6 
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months). Whi-1st meqy &d was made to keep strict control over the 
way in which the stocWes were carried out, the project had to rely 
u p o n t h e & & ~ k t h e s t o r e s t o ~ t h e d a t a ~ o n p r o c -  
ess. Although the stocktake assessment of toss is m incomplete a i d  
imperfect indicator because it f i l s  to discriminsrte between stock loss 
due to customer the& a d  stitfftheil, as well as fgbg to distinguish 
non-criminal, accidental shrinkage of product, it is the method of 
h t  choice throughout the r d l  sector. Although it m I d  be argued 
that this approach needs refhbg, it is dif%icutt to see fww toss could 
be assessed other than by some m e m  of checking stock held against 
stock sold. 

EFFECTIVENESS OF CCTV 

The primary mechanism f i  measuring loss is to calculate the 
value of goods lost expressed as a percentage of all goods sold, in this 
case before the installation of a d  then at a pc& point thee 
and six months later (Table f ). Within three months of the installa- 
tion of CCTV, the figms fm loss to sales went down h 2.45% to 
1.97% for all stores, with a reduction h n  1 .%% b 1.62% per cent 

in high-level stores, fhm 2.53% to 2.03% in meaium-ievel stores, and 
from 3.08% to 2.38% in low-level stom. The percentage change ipr 
stock loss reduction over this three-month period was greatest ik 
stores with low-level CCW installations (23%), i&Uoweb by those with 
medium-level systems and then those wiih a high-level specifi- 
cation (17%). The installation of C W  had a dramatic effect on the 
levels of stock loss, slmvi~g an immediak i m p r m  of 20% over- 
all, with marginally greater improvements in low-level compared with 
high-level stores. 

Findings h n  the second stocktake, six modis aRer CXX'V in- 
stallation, were much more mixed. Using adjusted tigum because 
only 10 stores cumpleted the expesimmt in MI, the figum for loss to 
sales over six months remained unchanged at 2.25% h all stores, 
with an increase fiTgn 1.36% 2.70% in h l g b k l  &ores, a &- 
tion fbm 2.40% to 1.9'796 in medium-level stores, and a redudion 
fiom '2,630/8. to 193% in low-level stcxes. 

The percentage change in stock loss reduction over the six-month 
period was greatest iix stores with low-he1 CCTTV installations (27%) 
foitoWBd by ttnrse with m&m-level systems (ISYO), suggesting 
the initial improvement was being maintained at or above the rates 
achieved aRer the h m o n t h  stocktake. Iri contxwt, there was a 
substantial increase in the stock loss to safes figure over the six- 
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month period far stores with hi&-level C W  installations (380h). 
This had the dEct ofwiping oat the initial impact ofCCTV across all 
stares, and the overall percentage of 10s to sales fjgure returned ti, 
the pre-installation level. 

Table 1: Stock Loss to Sdes Before and After CCTV 
hstaflation by Type of System 

t 
Baae ligure daived hm 15 stares with complete sto&&c. 

tt 
M j u U  b e  iigwc desived fram 10 stores witb complete stocktake and 2 

~ e s w i t h p a r t i a l ~  

Whifst the percentage of loss to sales is the usual way of measur- 
ing the rate of loss In rehiling, amber (widely used) uplion is to 
compare the number of units stolen, together with their value, before 
and aRer installation. Table 2 presents data covering the three-month 
experimental period, and Table 3 presents Wings cbtaked over the 
six-month experimental period, in both cases using the average 
losses over a one-w& period. 

Within three months afthe installation o f C W  the average nvnn- 
ber of units lost had fdJm firrm 72 to 52 fir atl stores - with a re- 
duction fi-om 166 to 100 mits in high-level stores, fkm 54 to 45- 
units in medium-level stores, and ffom 44 to 35 units in low-level 
stores. The c o m e s p o ~  figrues for loss by value &wed an o v d  
reduction fiom £900 to £650 fa all stores - with a reduction fiom 
£2,075 to &I ,250 in high-level stores, Gum £675 to £562 in medium- 
level stms, and h m  &550 to 5438 in l ow-14  stores. The insd1.a- 
tion of CCTV had a dramatic eE& on the level of stock loss, which 
was lowered by 28% for all stores - with a reduction of W ?  In high- 
f eve1 stores, 1 7% in medium-level stores and 2OBh in low-level stom. 
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Tabke 2: Average Number and Value of Stock Units Lost 
Per Week Before C C W  Zastallattcin amd After Three 

Months by Type oiSystcrn 

t ~ ~ & m h g  comp.nlpmccd-, ~IN vvslv of o f ~  is dculated on the 
baais ofSil2.50. per unit lost. 

Table 3: Average Number and Value of Stock Units Last 
Per Week Before CCTV Instafiation and After Sfx 

Months by Type of System 

nrunbsr number value 
--- last &&@Mi - lost lest Isjtt - 
Hi& 123 1,538 91 1,138 26.0 
Mcdittm 44 550 58 725 31.8 
Low 44 550 48 600 9. r 

'Adjusted b a r  Qpm derived fmm 9 stores with complete stodmke 
and 3 store8 with partial stocktake. 

tt~-gcrmpm).-tthePalosdkairdtat& on the 
basis offl2.50 per unit lost, 

Within six m&s ofthe installation of CCW, the average number 
ofunits lost had f&en %am 64 to just 63 fop all stores - wifh a re- 
duction fiwn 123 ta 91 mits in &&-level stoses, tog& -4th a rise 
fi-om 44 to 58 units in medim-level stores and a rise h m  44 to 48 
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units in low-leuel stares- The cmnqonding figures fm loss by value 
showed only a a@ reduction, fiiolm £800 to E788 for all stores - 
with a marked reduction kin &I ,538 to El, i 38 in high-level stores, 
together with an increase b £550 to E725 in medium-IeveI stores 
and an increase fkm £550 to £600 in low-Ievd stores. The short- 
term impact of CCrV m the u v d  level of stmk loss had all but dis- 
appeared,  wit?^ a reduction of a little more 1% for dl stores. 
However, high-level stores showed an impressive reduction of 26% 
whilst there was an increase of 32% in medim-&el stores and an 
inmase of Y/co in low-level stores. 

The decision to instal1 C W  in part reflects a c m e r c d  judge- 
ment about whether it u k  value fix tbe money, in this case, a cab 
cutation about lbe cxptxhd payback pe.riod or t;be h e  jt would take 
to reeover the cost of the equipment based u p n  the savings made in 
the amount that would have been lost to theR Table 4 summarizes 
thc data on thc avcragc.wdy rcdwtbn in loss compared with t)3c 
mte prior to installation, the cost of instafllng the equipment in the 
experimental stares, and the n w n k  of weeks required to pay back 
the initial cost of instalI&on. 

Table 4: Average Weekly Reductisn in Stock Loss, Cost 
of CCTV ~nstdation i d  Estimated PayBack Period by 

Type of Sys- 

Three months after the installation of CCTV the average weekly 
reduction in loss h- dl stores was E l  1 6, which, given average capkd 
expenditure of £12,000 per CCI"V system, would mean that it would 
lake two years (103 weeks) to recoup the capital co& of its instdh- 
tion. There was mnsid&f.e variation itr b e  payback period fat thie 
diEmmt types of systems. For high-level systems with an ifv- 
weekly redueion in loss offE371 set against a capid expenditure of 



£24,000, the payback period was just over one yew (65 weeks). For 
mediwn-level systems with an average weekly reduction 'ur loss bf 
only £52 set against capital cxpcndimc off 14,000, tk payback pc- 
kod was just over five years (269 weeks), Finally, fm low-lmel sys- 
tems with an average weekly reduction in loss of just £53 set against 
a capital expenditme of &4,000, the payback peFiod was one and ons- 
half years (75 weeks). 

Like the other measures of loss autlked abuve, the impact of 
CCTV was reduced significantly by the time of the semml stocktake. 
Six months after installation.the average weekly reduction in loss fa  
all stores was a near-insignificant £4, which, given average capital 
expenditure sf £12,000 per CCTV system, muEd mean that it wouM 
take 58 years to recoup the capital costs of its installation. There was 
considerable vari&m in the payback period for tfK differat types of 
systems. For high-level systems with an average weekly reduction in 
loss of & 1 7 8 set against a capjtal rzxp~;ndim of £24,000, the pay- 
back gmiod was now 2.6 years (1 35 weeks). For medium and l w -  
level systems, however, the payback period was nonexistent; it could 
mt be calculated because the average weekly rcxhtim in loss W 
disappeared altogethm. 

The pre-CCTV loss to sales figure of 2.45% was ratfier larger than 
that found in the 1995-96 BRC retail crime survey of 1.13% for tire 
whok sector and 1.05% kx- the clothing sector (Web and Dryer, 
1997), but high-fashion stores may well be more at risk than other 
outlets. The change in the loss to sales figures over three months 
(&mi 2.45% to 1 .Vfo fbr all stores) represented a 20% redaction in 
loss, dkhough the low base rate mikes extravagant claims about per- 
centage change son~~& suspect. This initial success was & 
tained in low-level (PA) and medium-level (IT!%) stores, but high- 
level stores witnessed a 38% increase in tBe loss k, sales figures o w  
six months. 
The corresponding three-month figmz fa losses by number w m  

imphive ,  with the a m g e  n m k  ofmits &oIen in .a week down 
h n  72 to 52, together with a reduction by value fmm £900 to £650 
- a dec~ease of 28% over&. The six-mth figures for hsses by 
number were altogether less impressive, with the average number of 
units stolen in a week hardy dxmgkg fkclm 64 to 53, togethex with a 
marginal redudon by value f b ~  f800 to E788 - a decrease of 
rather more than 1% overall. Within these figures there was contin- 



calculating the criminal odds, does not reflect the reality of offending 
beha~our. The concept of the "reawning crimin;il" (Cclmish and 
Clarke, 1986) can, huwever, be reeo- in terms of a weaker 
form of rationality - samething offen ret-emed to as "bounderf ration- 
ality" M: "limited mtiomhty" @kwnxm, 1997; Opp, 1997). This a p  
proach recognises the complexity of factors (social, environmental 
and cognitive) that influeme and shape b%haGour, in the retail con- 
text, it is iikdy that tbe "decision" to offend or not is the product of 
an interaction betweea an overall setting that actively encourages 
criminal behavim and katures within it that act as disiacenQves to 
crime (see Worttey9 1997). The retail en- can be seen as a 
near-perfect example of a crime-encouraging situation, where ease of 
access to highly desirable product is deliberately tzgkmed - a fbnn 
of structured enticement, preferably to shop but possibly to steal. 
Against this, CCIlr can be seen as a crime-discouraging k h a v i d  

- a visf'ble me or remkda that "gaaadimw is actively 
present, Although it is unlikely that would-be offaders constantly 
cdculate the likely rewards of crime against its costs, it is highly 
plausible that C W  (cameras, monitors and signage) acts as an oc- 
casional situational prrrmpt bat ~ ~ e s  ra&m&y in coming fo 
a decision about whether or not tu commit crime. 

The second major observation is that the effedvaxs of C(-_ITV 
had largely disappeared by the six-month point Using the figms ibr 
the number of units lost and their value, although high-level stores 
showed a decrease in loss (26%) this was wiped out overall -use of 
an increased loss in medium-level (32%) and low-level f90?) stores. In 
contrast, the figures far loss expressed as a pacmkge of des 
showed rn increase fir high-level stores (38Q/o), with decreases fm 
medium-level (18%) and low-level (27%) stores. Although the data do 
nut offer a consistent picture, it is worth exploring the possible mi- 
sons for success and Mure. The explanation fa continuing success 
(decreased loss) is &ghtfmd: would-be offenders are inhibited 
by the potentid that CCW poses for kmtsed  deteetbn, thereby se- 
curing a deterrent effect. The expIanation fa success n& king sus- 
tained (decreaseb loss giving way to i n a d  loss) is more pddem- 
atic, but a likely mechatlism is that wouid-&e offenders become pro- 
gressively inured ar dsemiW b CFT17's deterrent potential. 

It is well-established that CCTV opera-brs can be subject to so- 
called video Mindness, wherein they fid to take in hrfmt ion fbm a 
number of screens in a way that allows fhem to andyse and react to 
images that give grounds fbr coxxxrn ( B w  1958; Edwards and 
Tilfey, 1 994: Beck and Willis, 1995). It is equally possibIe that newly 
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installed CCTV systems wmmand the attention and respect of would- 
be offenders (with d d m t  impact), but that ftrmliarity over t h e  
leads to the equipment becoming a taken-for-&rantedy routinised part . . .  of the retail en-t (with d s n m d d  deterrent impact). This is 
consistent with the "bollf~cfed '̂ or ' ' I ide8 perspective m raticrd 
choice in of fend .  behaviour (see Newman et al., 1997) where long- 
term exposure to ration&@- and crlme-discouraging envi- 
ronmental pmmpts (such as CCTV) can lead to inhibition satiation - 
a case of over-fittrdiarity b r d g  contempt This is ~~ by the 
data on loss by munber of units and vabe (see Table 31, where there 
was continuing effectiveness high-level system, which had secu- 
rity staff monitoring the equipmat at dl times, arrd diminishing ef- 
fectiveness for both medium-level systems with occasional monitoring 
and low-level systems with dummy cameras. 
To the extent &at the lack of long-term effectiveness is a produd 

of feliarity over h e  leading to s reduckn in detezrmce, she crime 
prevention impfications w d d  qpza to centre on giving CCTV a 
high profile and then on maintaining it. Just as retailers routinely 
redesign the shopping env i romt  in the interests of keeping the 
honest .shopper attracted to product, the security manager may need 
to consider a similar q p d  to CCrV in the interests of reminding 
potential offenders of the in-store security system. At a minimum, 
this wauld suggest bat CCrV signage should be changed regularly, 
but it could also include moving the ameriis -and mmim them- 
seIves, or even taking them out and replacing with new equip- 
ment. In each case, the emphasis wouM tw: on highlighting the pres- 
ence of security hardware - and its operators - in order to maxi- 
mise its deterrent effed Pawson and Tiky (1997) refir to &is as em- 
phasising the "publicity" mecanism a s s ~ d  with C C W -  

Diminishing effdveness over time could also be a product of an 
~ T i t i c a l  ar=cqAmce of the &econtroi attributes of C W  by In- 
store sales and security personnel, leading to a relaxation in staff 
vigilance. M m a y  presume &at CCrV is making a ma&- contn'bu- 
tion to the detection or deterrence af off* perhaps m the mis- 
taken belief that it ofks a kdmola@ panacea fm fhe problem of 
crime. If they believe fiat security hardware is a primmy factor in 
crime prevention, this could result in an overreliance on an imper- 
sonal, high-tech approach to security. Tbm is so= danger &at 
could see themselves as being absolved fkm security responsibilities. 
As the authors have argued previously, CCCrV may be "a dowb1e- 
edged sword where any crime cmtmI b&'h need b be set 
the possible costs of lower levels of staifvigilanse" (Beck and Winis, 
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1995: 190). A Home O f h  guide is &so alert to the possibility of CCTV 
inadvertently producing an "exaggerated sense of security" (Edwards 
and Tilley, 1994: 15). There is a possibility &ad fhe itt- of 
CCTV may cause feelings of security to go up tntt in the process 
cause staff feelings of responsibility fa crime prevention to go dam, 
a scenario with obvious implications fix sibfftrainkg. The ways in 
which the impact of security equipment is mediated by the person- 
centred activities of safes and security staff is a relatively under- 
explored area. 

There is a interesting irony that whae fhe introduction of C W  
can cause store staffto "switch off feadirrg to a redu&on in security, 
its use may reassure members of the shopping public even where 
there are no m ~ b l e  security advantages. W e  is some strength 
in the point that it does not matter a great deal whether CCrV is 
genuinely effective or whether members ofthe pubiic merely believe 
that it offers real cn'me amtmI bendrts, even though &is beliefmay 
be mistaken and dbmded. In me recent study, more than nine in 
ten members ofthe public held the view that sltr~ei1Zmce cameras in 
the shopping environment were acceptable - 91 e/o in town centres 
and 96% in shopping centres (Beck d W i k ,  1995; see Jso Honess 
and Charmam, 1992). The ever-present cameras were seen as a sym- 
bolic and reassuring affirmation that crime was under contr01, 
something that would have the amsequence of dleviatixtg f a  aid 
anxiety about possible victimisation (which is  good in itseIfJ but also 
operating so as to encourage customers to part with their money 
(which is good lEof the retailer). Paradoxicdly, the secarity manager 
may want i~ play down the d?kti~eness of C W  to the stme staff in 
the Interests of ~o~ their vigi-lame, but esnphasise (cs anerr ex- 
aggerate) its eEectiveness so far as the shopping public is concerned 
in the interests of promoting a &t and seare shopping envir~~i-  
ment. The "reassurance" fkcbr should not be underestimated be 
cause promoting custamer d c h c e  could k seen as a sufficient 
justification fbr its imtallation, irrespective of genuine .cPinne d 
benefits. 

The third major obsemation relates to the way in which ex@- 
ture on CCTV ins~at ions  can be set against the benefits of average 
weekly rductio~s &I bses cfue to theft Akhmgh Tiky (1997) is 
sceptical about the feasibility of an authoritative cost benefit maly- 
sis, an the grounds that there are so m y  pteatial variables to con- 
sider, it is possible - using tfre retailersf emphasis on the "ktain 
Iinef' - to offa a robust md markgfid measure. Ketders argue 
that there is d y  one key c o f l s ~ t i o n :  whetha rrr nd the expen- 
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&tux on security equipment is more than compensated fix by sav- 
ings attributable to ~ c t i i z n s  in fuss due to crime. TfYe refevatlt data 
are unequivocal: taking the six-math review as the Iqer-term (and 
stronger) measure, the payback period for a E24K high-1evel CCTV 
system is 65 weeks, whereas because there is no measurable impact 
on loss fix a £1 4K medium-level a d  a fAX: low-levd system, there is 
m prospect of these instailations ever paying fa themselves. Mm60- 
ver, these figures represent the most optimistic payback scenarios 
because they include only the capital costs of CClV installation a d  
not the recurrent costs of manning the systems. 

The hard-nosed retail m g r  will begin by wanting to know 
whether a given investment in CCJrV wiff drive down the losses 
caused by crime, within a certain t h e  &-me, to a point that covers 
the expenditure on it. 'Ws is nd d y  legi- it is an hescitpbie 
feature of commercial life. Even where investment in CCW cannot be 
3ustificd in terms #fa strict cost-&fit analysis, it a d d  still b~ jus- 
tified by wider social cof~sider%tiuns such its reducing the fm of 
crime, or by sdes and marketing considerations that use it to pro- 
mote customers' perceptions of rt safe and secure hppitlg errviixm 
ment. This is especiaily important because research shows &at 
frightened customers who are coacemsd abut crime and nuisance 
threats to safe shopping wiZl relocate their shopping activities to lo- 
cations deemed to be safe and secure rather than m a i n  at those 
that are perceived to be intimifig a& txnsde (Beck and Will.is, 
1995). Even here, the bottom-line analysis of costs against benefits is 
still crucial: it dlows the company to be clear about the grounds foa 
its decision making by d d i t h g  a reasoned departure firrm the 
bottom line of cost eEiveness. 

A realistic and feasible evaluation ofthe impact of C T V  in the 
retail tmirmment will need to mrwe away tiam explmtary analysis 
(Ekblom, 1988) and foc~ls on specific situational variables @ ~ w J ;  
and Speed, 19%) so its to indicate which context-specific fnecha- 
nisms produce particular outcomes (Pawson and Tifley, 1997; Tifley, 
1997). The study c o b  W k to sales figures, the Mrmber of 
units lost and their v h e  all work as robust and "good enough" indi- 
cators of the Sie1y impact of CCrV on the& These may be krpdkct 
but they are easy to eoIfect mutinely atld they do refleet the pitiate 
sector's emphasis on profit. The &dings indicate that the most likely 
mechanism is hat  of deterrence, which is cmsiskrit with under- 
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standing crime either as the product of opportunity or as a fitnetion 
ofrational choice. There is some evidence that the deterrent impact sf 
CCTV diminishes uver time, a -fact thzrt directs &tention to the "pab 
licity" given to it. But there is also a possibility that store staff be- 
come less security-conscious when the cameras itre turned on. Fi- 
nally, the cost-benefit analysis indicates that high-level systems 
done "pay for themselves" in terms of reduced loss, which covers 
capital expenditure, although it is possible (and legithate) to install 
CCTV for. other reasons. The deployment of CCTV in the retail envi- 
ronment has measurable effects with particular explanations, which 
allows for more informed decision making about its future use and its 
contribution to crime prevention. 

Ad&a-s correspondence to: Adrian Beck, Scarman Centre fiK the Study 
ofpublic Order, University oceicester, 1 54 Upper New Walk, Leicester 
LEI 7QA, United Kingdom. E - d l :  -4m@@led~.uk> 
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expmsing$wwMge, tlmr&g h i t , w & d a t a s r r i M e  lirrteshgthmrh, and the 
d u e  to a business of the outoollles it produces. This technique, died %earissinquire', 
supaorts the v a W m  of knowledge once it is expiwed in a sh& form and draws 
attenhon to gaps m data and to infomation quality gendly. We illustmte &e ideas prmted 
with examples drawn h n  work with profit pmkxtion special i~ wo~I&~g m large &I 
organisations in the UR; 
Keywords: knowledge quality, data gaps, repertory grids, dab emifysis 
Categories: El, E.2, E4 

Knowledge management, organizational learning and knowlectge creation are as much 
about questioning assumptions as they are about harnessing wbat is already known. 
Experts may pmmt a skewed view of reality based an their e x p b c e  and 
prejudices, whilst available data may be not useful in questioning experience. We 
describe a teehique, the '&&-inquire' tedeique, whih sapxts speeiidists in 
their business dsision making. The technique mmprks the identification of 
interesting conjectures from repertory grids elicited from domain experts Kelly 551, 
associating these with appropriate data sources against which they can be tested, 
identification of data gaps and finally thc mssmcnt of the conjccturcs to suggest a 
courseofach .  T h e t e c b i q u e s u Q p e T f s h s k e s s ~ ~ b y ~ g t h e  
comparison of personal e q e r h x  with fw&d &, thvs putting bus- in a 
pw'itiion to consider organisatid b l e d g e  in a brosder context 

This work is taking place as part of a project concerned with the capture, 
representation and sharing of knowledge about dealing with the problems of theft by 
employees in retail organisations. Theft by employees is not well understood 
wnsidesing the size of the problem In the UK &y a third of aSS retail crime Sews 
can be traced back t~ theft by someoee ieteid to tBe axnpay [&itis8 R& 
Consortium 001. To make decisions h u t  prediction, counterdm and prevention of 
crime, businesses need to take into account the compIex, uncertain and changing 
nature of staff theft [Felson and Clarke 981. Lqrovema~& in b d e d g e  management 
can help companies to address issues of loss prevention by providing greater 
&ciency in processing iaformation miag exist& knowledge, and by slippMtiag the 



creation of new knowledge to adapt to a changing environmeat @on& 941. Our 
work dcals with rctail cxpats whose focus is on profit ptwtion. They havc to 
operateinmeevko~Btrbatktuoear~pr~~fea~serviee 
and not for important support functions, and this creates a difftcdt chaUenge for them. 

Theaimafanrwrrrb: Isto start* m a L i n g e x p m & ' ~ e x p W ,  and 
then to use this knowledge to steer data analysis to suppoR individual and 
organizational learning [Argyris and ScMn 961. It could be argued that knowledge 
should drive what data is c o 1 W ,  whilst data s q p r t s  the con-mn of 
knowledge. On the other hand, [Alavi and Leidner 01) argue that knowledge is 
'Wrsona1ised inform&cmw; %it bwtedge  only kames ht- if it is 
expressed in a pro- form that can be sslrared. Taking tfiese two perspectves 
together, knowledge management system should alktw indiuals to process 
information to gain knowledge whilst at the same time to express their persad 
knowledge explicitly in a sharable form We exploit the routes from knowledge to 
data and h data to hw1edge. Repermy g&s aad assmkd "maps of ~~ 
functiois as a means to pemmlise infixmation for an expert and to socialise 
knowledge ia aa o m p i o n  The theoStlnqGre teebir~ue s#&s the 
identification of data gaps and the validation of knowledge a s s ~ o n s .  

Poor data quality leads to poor &ision making [Redman 981. ma gaps are often 
understood solely in terms of in=- m incomplete data IStrong et at. 97f have 
extended this notion by formulating dimensions of dds quality that range over 
intrinsic, accessibility, contextual and representational issues. Here we give examples 
o f h o w W ~ d h q ~ i s s \ l e s ~ 1 1 ~ s e d i k h i e J o s s ~ , a n  
essential but mertk1ess mmgmdhd role in the retail sector. Profit prokction 
managers need to prccess a variety of data sources to i n f m  &t5r decision d n g .  An 
investigation into the working processes of eight major I;fK n%&Tess higfitigfrted that 
the use of Eiectronic Point of Sales (EPOS) data presents a number ofproblems to the 
sccurity support function. Wc h v c  found that EPOS data o h  cannot bc a c 4  at 
all by speciaiist dec'sion makers; in o k  cases, security spa5dlsts are o v d k n e d  
bythe anmuat of data-stme of it kelevzf~t - w e i c k d t o  be r&eved artd 
matlipdated (a coatextuat problem). EPOS data needs to be gtmxsd, fifaered and 
reo~ganised to be of any d u e  as information fbat is mdmta&bfe to profit 
protection managers (a representational problem). This has led to tfie proliferation of 
exception reports which filter and wegate EPOS tmwctio11~. Even when they are 
d y  available we frad that excqtbm reporb &BE&WS d furdter data 
associated with them to give suff~:ie& context to infern i a v e s t i g a h  As part of an 
investigation, informath about employees nttds to be lintnd a EPOS W, die w9y 

that employees are represented differs in these systems; this is e reprtsatBfiom1 
problem concerned with consistency. 

Decision matting about profit protection is not adequately served by data 
gathered to underpin the (cus tom-focd)  core fbmtions of the business; thus, 
qanisatkmd security work proweds in a &kg WW is rrat even "data rick, 
infmation poor". Support futidiotts routinely lose out In tfte tfade-ofI% dudg the 



design of corporate databases; the data g a p  are gaps by design, If we focus on 
supporting business activities with data we need to add to the data quaxi  issues 
identified by [Sts9ng et d.] a pie-requisite category to deaf d h  whe ih  data is 
available at all (an existence dimension) and whether it is in a fann &at is suitable for 
wIoomateit procRssing (a digitistth dmension), ik example, profit protection 
managers make use of the knowfedge that a ftaudulent refund often occurs within a 
short timeframe of the original sale with which it is associw in m y  EPOS 
databases the link between refund and sale is not captured in the data recorded about 
till interactions. They also use hand-written r e e d  as an impor&& source of clws; 
&ese hadwriting GIW are not a'~i)iWk from e-& & dak 

Specialist busmeSs support units do capSrrte supplenaeatslry data to assist 
their particular data needs. Lass prevention units are no exception; fhese data 
resources need to be catefirlly designed, integrated and mrtintained to overcome data 
quality issues like those we have described. A business case has to be made for every 
e&a demand far data callectioo and management. A ma& outomrie d the theorise- 
inquire technique, which we describe next, is tk identif- of data previously 
overlooked by speeidiists or the ~~ as a wbk w%kh may be aa iqmtant 
resource for managing securiw functions, 

3 The TBeoris+Inquire Teclraique 

The 'theorise-inquire' technique p r o d s  b u g h  4 Sages [see Fig. 11. First, tacit 
expert knowledge is made explicit - and therefore shamble - through the u s  o f  
repertory grids as a conversational device. We pmvide means for organking and 
analysing repertory grids to derive information on potentially htmdng feant~s  
which allows b~~ specdilsts to apess, explore, cl;pajr a88 refine their 
understanding of these feetufes whiist using their w d t h  of tacit emenoe to decide 
what is interwhg or what could snake an impact on a b h  mt &ese are 
expressed as theories. Features Invofved in the M e s  are then -asm&ed with 
appropriate data, either by providing a mapping to data sources or identifying data 
gaps that nccd to bc a d h c d .  Finally, knowlcdgc is tcstcd by aptdying data analysis 
techniques to ffactual data and comparing the result wjth expzk' thmies. 

Figure 1: TRe theorise-inquire technique 



3.1 Expressing Knowledge 

We capture knowledge about stereotypical situations in very s d 1  data sets. To 
develop thesedata s e t s , w e k u s e  oftherepefturygridtixhkpe. Therepertory 
grid technique has been used extensively as a knowtedge acquisition tool in expert 
systems [Boose 881 [Gaines and Shaw 93al [Gaines and Shaw 93bJ; we therefore do 
not describe it in any detail here. The technique functions as a COB-I~O~ tool to 
make tacit expertise explicit and therebre amenable to i@oa by knowledge 
users. As the twlwique is applied, individual s i t u a t d  thuf tke ekpert bag 
experienced (delemwts) are cDmpared to draw out distktions (ixmmcts) between 
them. Distinctions are expressed as dimensions of contrasting poles. Each element is 
rated as to its location between the poles of each c o q  ratings appear in the cells 
of the grid. Whilst distinctions are usually expressed as scalar diinsions, a rating 
can include him, cantinmus aMt categmical data types {base 3e]. 

An extract of a repermy grid fw stock the& is given ia [Fig. 21. Elemem, in 
this example cases of stoek &eft by q k t y e e s ,  are shewn in eotimm whereas 
construct poles are shown to the bft and right of the matrix. In [Fig. 21 we use a five- 
point scale for ail constructs for simplicity. A rating of I is associated with the 
construct pole on the left, a rating of 5 with the combuci pole on the right. 

Figure 2: Example rtpermy gnd 

We have h e w  each retniier to develop rqtertargr grids cmtdng staff theft 
knowledge for different sorts of offence, e.g. refund fraud, theft of stock, etc. Initial 
sessions typically extracted repettory grids that contained between 6 and 10 cases of 
theft or fraud as elements and between 20 and 55 chrtrac6eristics of these cases as 
constructs. Follow-on sessions refined the grids until security experts webe satisfied; 
the find grids twd1y iecluded mere cam aad 6w.z charecffens&s . . 

than tbse  
pmducect at initial se%lioras. 



3.2 Developing Theories 

Expertise expmsed in a repstory gnrl fUnctioes as a tool kl tfEiek with by 
encouraging reflection on knowledge. Explicit knowledge caa be manipulated, 
~ i s e d ~ ~ ~ t o a 5 r o w ~ e x p e r t ~ t ~ m i n s ' ~ ~ t h e i r d o m a i n  
and develop theories. To develop a theory experts i n p t  the grid and identify 
constructs and relationships that they believe to be important or interesting. Experts 
can use analysis techniques to develop "maps" that refled their theoties about some 
aspects of their domain The results of analyses am pdeuzarty ~ ~ n g  to 
specialists when they surprise them by )rha&mgieg pecwdwd views or by 
providing new i n f o d o n .  Grids can be breated as small data sets, where constructs 
can be viewed as attributes and elements as records. In principle, many data analysis 
techniques can be directed at grid data Commonly used techniques for analysing 
grids to produce 'maps of knowledge' include decision trees or rules [Gaines 891, 
hierarchical clustering [Shaw 80) and principal cmpments analysis [Slater 76). 

Since we are interested in identifying data gaps and steeriag analysis of da& 
sources like EPOS data d persMtnef r e d  we have exteded the singe o f d y s e s  
that are avaitable to experts [Stumpf and McDonaell 02af. For example, we have 
developed analysis techniques that are based on contrasts between elements, 
constructs and construct mings, such as group comasts I S - f  d M ~ m e ~ 1 0 3 ] ;  
these help profit protection managers in developing theories. Group contrasts are an 
analysis khgisuethat a11Qwsan expwtk, e q h e a e d  ietapretre~ettruy grids 
intmactively to find significant conbasting relationships between atgibbs aod test 
.tfiese against dxta swrcey. 

Several of our retailers have developed the theory that employees that have 
responsibility for keeping store keys are much more Siely to be invohred in stock 
theft as a result of work on producing their repertory grids. To a a w d  reader of the 
grid in [Fig, 21 this may seem obvious, to the retail companies themselves this is new 
and important idknnatioo that was pwiowly hiddee immqgst the iRtemc%km of a 
large set of staff theft ckamderMcs. A more conlplex themy concerns the 
relationship between fhe number of previous burglaries and the incidence of stock 
theft by employees in a store. Work is ongoing to develop theories on offender and 
store profiles that are important in refund fiwd and stock theft The theories resulting 
f m m a n a l y s i s o f ~ r y g f i d s m u s e d a s a b a s i s f o r ~ W d a t a g a p s 3 n d  
Wer tests which can be carried out on existitlg da$&ws. 

3 3  Associating Theories with Data 

To allow strategic decision making and policy design in a corpor&ion, it is necessary 
to move from personal h~urledp k, o~ganisationef lcnowwe. Rep&my gdds only 
carry personal meaning and Mer from mM&m due to the small data sets h m  
which they are camtmWl {in our work, repertory grid6 typkdiy ~chsracterise 10 
cases through 50 am'butes). Orpisationd knowledge rests on adequate 
generalisation from these small data sets and a formalisation of data requirements. 

In this phase of the technique, experts look for attributes in orgenisational 
data sets that match features derived fiom a repertory gcid a d  ta apply a 



mapping between them. In the simplest case, it would be possible to map all features 
to existing data. Most commonly, in practice, one or more data quality problems are 
identified during the mtppiag attempt. For example, a15 retaikm we h e  worked with 
have identified issues of data quality in existing business datsbases. These issues 
range from imb data to data that is dot @hered at dl, 8s we have described 
above for example, those that occur in the use of EPOS and personnel records where 
we find accessibility, contextual and representational problems 

Where conjectures cannot be tested because the mapping fails, gaps need to 
be filled by reconsidering the business priorities for c011&g data, An assessment 
needs to be made ofthe gains to be made in Ioss ievestigeth versus the costs of daja 
collection. Where steps have to be taken to address the data problems, constnrcts in a 
repertory grid can be used to inform dab requirements. In this case, constructs taken 
from a repertory grid have formed a rough-cut stnrehne for gathering further data 

3.4 Testing K n o w w e  

Where information from data sources has been associated with constructs and 
elements, the expert's theory can be tested by reference to a wider sample. To apply a 
test, data sources are analysed using the same technique as the one applied to the 
initial repertory grid analysis to generate a theory. To support the testing of 
knowMge weusegrwpco~bt#mpare~fiembetgrepertorygri$sd 
data sources EStumpf and McDomllO3]. Testing assesses tbe quality of knowledge 
by coqming personal experienoe and factml data; a p-reqskirte .to modifying 
operational procedures which are sanctioned on an organisationd level. For example, 
the theory of key holder being much more likely to be involved in stock theft than 
non-key holders was tested against data available &om a &ty debbase. The theory 
was confirmed and the way that retailers investigates stock theR has beea modified 

In the absence of largsscale data sets on itn orgazksabd Ieve1, protlaising 
conjectures can be tested by one-off field investigations. This is the apprcmh taken to 
explore the relationship between burglaries at stores and the amount of the& of stock 
by staff and M e r  serves to underpin a business case for policy change. 

On contrasting the theory and the test - the former derived from repertory 
gruls, t h e l a & r f r o m c ~ d a t a s o m e s - i t  woutdbetempiagb give greater 
credence s the test with a kuger data set. If this is all we get, it d be argued that 
we are merely showkg how repnscMive or otherwise the mil set ofewes used in 
the repertory grid are of cases o v d i .  However, these tests are as much about 
questioning assumptions as they are about harnessing what is already known. A 
theory that is rejected still has its use in this context as an opportunity for an expert to 
reflect on their knowiedge and revise their (mis)canceptions. Furthemore, our 
investigation raises an k s t i n g  questiQn for the -btheses involved when a feeQTjr 
and its test resulting from existing data sources diverge widely. Neither appear to be 
perfect: experts may present a skewed view of di based on thir experience and 
prejudices, however it is atso possible that it is the existing data rfwt is suffering @om 
data quality problems, In either case, the comparjson draws businesses' attention to 
issues based on evidence rather than speculation. 



We have presented our work with retail security specialists investigating statr theR 
The 'theorise-inquire' technique was descnied; this procedure enableg experts to 
express and capture Imowiedge, deve1op theories, aw.%e tftese theories witb data, 
identify data gaps and test theories to establish and improve organisational 
knowledge. Using this technkp supports b h  Beejsim Jnnkieg by specialists 
and organisations as a whole by allowing the compmhn of &wries based on 
experience with factual data, 

However, there are some potential pitfaIIs. Seeing eIements awl consfzuc@ as 
records and attributes invites criticism about the sample size a grid is baed on. Such 
criticism displays an irapoverished understanding of fepertory grids and h t s  from 
the value of the technique: the repertory grid technique originates &om expressing the 
way t h t  an imiividd umtmes e x p e r b s .  Nowever, the q d & y  of a grid is vezy 
sensitive to the convmti011~1 approach used to elicit it in the &sf plac-c: and, 
associated with this, the quality of 'items of experience' which are used to construct a 
grid. Thus, great care must be taken to choose stereotypical elements that cover the 
range of the domain under investigation [Gains and Shaw 93bI. The issues that 
remain in our mrk are &at c o w l e s  to staff theft are mt readily available; 
hence, conceptions of what is not suspiciOw need to be rektmducd at some sage. 

We f i  that the knowledge an a m t M n  hcd&P amat easily be shared 
across organisations although, in the case of our work, organisatiom are both willing 
and anxious to learn fmm each other [Stumpf and McDonnell02bJ. Once grids are in 
a form that supports orgaoisatjonal learning - within one mgdsation - we find that 
the most interesting insights are not easily tmnsfaable to others. I t  suggests that the 
sorts of &s, theories and tests wBick pawe hming uvitkZg retailers aav not those 
whiih promob 'best practice' exchanges between o&m. 

Results of data analysis techiqw are difficuft to integet by domain 
experts. WhiIst we have identified a number of analysis techniques that are useful, 
work remains to make the results of these analyses understandable to security experts 
without mediation by others. 

Loss prevention makes an important contrihtion to retail profits, however, 
these hledge-intmsive s- activities suffer to a sme wSnme d e p e  from the 
tension between expertr' intuition and fadud evidence dran work that core 
business activities *where kdbsck from data to a business strategy is more readily 
available. A study of knowledge management in tfiese meas highlights problems 
arising from the tension more generally. The 'tbeorise-inquim' technique help to 
~mke visible issues asxi&& ~4th &a, i g w n  and kna~~ldge quality, which is 
the first step in quantifying their impacts on an organi&. 
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OHS CONSIDERAnONS IN RETAIL VIOLENCE 

Denny van Maanenberg, Ass. Dip (See. Man.) M.I.S.M. 

Managing Partaer, Retail Risk Managemeat Sewices 

Retail industry in Australia employs over one million staff which represents 
13.5 per cent of Australia's total employment poputation. 111 1992, there 
were 172,000 shopfront locations which recorded a $96 BfLLf ON dollar 
turnover (Maddm 1993, p.1-2). These figures r d d  by the Australian 
Bureau of Statistics for the period 1991-1 992 indicates the size of the 
retail industry. More than one in ten of ottr employ me^# poptilation wmks in 
retail. Certainly a sizeable work force. 

I am often told, that to work in this industry, you are expected to acquire the 
patience of a saint, the logic and rationale of a phibsopher, be a skilled 
negotiator to handle the marry facets of hman kh.avimr e n m t d  in the 
industry and at the m e  time be able to make sdes. 

Much research and many books have been written on ail aspects of retail, 
including marketing stra.&gies, envirunmerttal design, advertising, buying, 
shop layouts and merchandising and Bow to get that elusive one million 
dollar sale. Not surprisingly then, the retail iudustq cancentrates its efforts 
on its major objective, md that i s  simply to mstximise sates. Withcnrt d e s ,  
the retailer c m o t  survive. Every store manager, ales  supervisor or sales 
manager at state and national level direct ail their energies toward achieving 
that objective. Nothing else matters. There is nothing wrong with this 
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philosophy, and you cannot help but get excited when  yo^ listen to the 
enthusiasm of sales staff relating end of day figures, &at budgets have been 
smasBed aad product is going out the d m  faster ttrian you can get re- 
supplies in. Retailing like this, is exciting and you cannot help but get 
spirited along with the sales staff. 

It is a different story however, that when, at the end of the accounting 
period, stocktakes are findip cmplefed, the figures me in, and suddenly all 
those sales and the healthy bottom line that had been posted for safes, has 
been eroded, in some Gases dmstimlly, by the must -4 topic in the retail 
industry, the ubiquitous "shrinkage". It is at this point when managers are 
sacked, sales supervisors demoted, knee jerk poiicy and procedures are 
implemented, ancestry of loss prevention mana6.as qesticmed and 
general panic ensues. Tt is my experience that somewhere between sales and 
shrinkage, there lies a huge void, a black hole that retaiiers shun and do not 
wish to acknowledge. It is alien to them. Most do not wish to discuss it. 
Retailers thrive on positives, m&v&un and &. 

Shrinkage is negative, de-motivating and means losses. To most, shrinkage 
is the dark side of retailing. Retailers mdeatmb the kctm mducive to 
good retailing, but sadly enough do not properly understand the factors that 
can case  good retailing to go bad. It is hardly surprising tien, &at remarch 
into this area has not had the same degree of attentian as tbe other more 
positive aspects of retailing. In &er counties swh as the US, Grest Britain 
and Canada, retailers are presented with masses of data relating to all 
aspects of shrinkage loss. Zn Australia however, rather than develop our 
own Ioed resareh, we have te&& to reiy on the experience of &her 
countries. That situation has now been changed, but I do believe that our 
lack of local data has helped create the ctme~tt slfwtion, & Atflows the 
"void or black hole" between sates and shrinkage to continue. 

Up until the release of, ?'he First Australian National Szimey of Crimes 
Against Business (Walker 1994), there had been little or no real research 
undertaken as to what ~ ~ ~ ~ t u t ~  loss snd tkat which d d  be cornpard 
against overseas data. 

So how much do we lose? There have been some excellent publications 
relating to retail the& in Australia such as Dennis Ckallinger's b&, Slop 
Stealing From om Shop, which gave us great insight into loss caused 
through the hands of thieves md other offenders. But even Chalfinger 
admits that, "Tbe tot& losses suffered by Austrditm retailem as a result of 
criminal activity are not known" (Challinger 1988, Foreword). In very 
general terms, loss prevention specialists throughout Australia pointed, 
toward a 2 per cent loss (cdculated at cost vdue of grzods) of total sales. 
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Based on these gu&ates, re8ailers &rou&out Australia could be losing 
up to $1.9 BILLION dollars annually. These industq guesstimates have 
proven to be -correct. Wn we compare this figure rrgztinst tbe Clime 
Against Business survey results, we see a similar figure (Watker 1994, 
p.111). This figure represents approximately 1.97 per cent of gross safes. 

So how do we campa= with overseas fig.11tes? In the absence of the 
complete internatianal study, we can obtain general compIKisms. Three 
fairly recent surveys show mults from overseas. Thme are shown as a 
guide only a d  &mid be used for amparim d y .  Fw complete 
interpretation, readers should refer to the source. 

So what is "shrinkagei*? The terms origin seems to have been lost in 
antiquity, and really is a misnomer. Shrinkage is simply the term used to 
differentiate between theory and actual levds of stock. 1 would prefer to use 
the term, "retail loss", as this term has the potentid to describe alI areas of 
economic loss. Be it the loss of stock, a lost sale, sr Iwt time due to sickness 
etc., rather than just the loss of stock calculated through stocktakes. 

So how do we define retail loss? One simple definition; 

Retail loss ocmrs as a result of direct naturat disaster, a careless, 
negligent or criminal action caused through either internal or 
external sources. 

In very broad tenns, we can place retail loss into two main categories. 
Known Loss aid URknown loss. Known 3osses are those to which a reason 
can be attriuted. For example, a cash shortage of $100.00. The loss is 
immehately known, but the cause may not be instmtIy clear and may wed 
to be investigated. The loss may be due to error, negligence or plain 
Ishonesty. Other known losses result from: 

Natural disasters such as fire md flood; 
Anned Robbery; 
Burglary; . Cheque Fraud; 
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Credit Cwd Fraud; 
Reported known &eRs both internal and external; and . Cash discrepancies. 

Unknown losses however, are those to which a reason cannot be attributed 
These unknown fosses.are refemxi to generally as the ubiquitous shrinkage 
and usually occur through any one or more of the following causes: 

Human or Administrative Error; 
Employee Malpmctice; and 
Customer Dishonesty 

I could spend the remainder of this presentation detailing ~af~se.and effect, 
loss preventyon strategies and recommend a th-o~isand and one policies an6 
procedures that retailers should a p t  to reduce  etai it lass t h u g h  the many 
variables. But rather than use this form as a platform to discuss retail loss 
prevention stxategies in general, Given the nataKe of this cosrference a d  the 
time constraints imposed, I would like to focus on d y  two areas which are 
often the subject of concern, One usually expressed by employers, the other 
expressed by empbyees. 

My fust topic relates to the concerns retailers face on deciding it prosecution 
policy. The second, relating to employee safkty in the workptaee with 
regard to violent situ&cms. 

CORPORATE JUSTICE OR CRIMINAL JUSTICE 

In brief, the criminal justice system involves dealing with the police 
processes that itinclude the taking of statements, interrogation, frnger printing 
and the laying of charges. It inclucles a l l  subsequent court appearances, bail 
and appeals, and indu$es the terms of i m ~ m m e n t ,  In short, the criminal 
justice system is the legal process and procedure involved from the time a 
person is arrested, processed, charged, tried, imprisoned, and paro1ed. To 
the moment he or she is returned to satiety as a kz person. 

Corporate justice on the other hand, deals wi& employee malpractice and 
customer dtshanesty at an internat level witbjn the given business 
corporation, rather &an that business reporting the matter to law 
enforcement authorities. The First Austrulra Strwey of Crimes against 
Business reports that 60 per cent of businesses who were victims of crime 
did not repoft it. Reasfzns given kfuded; 

Lack of evidence; 
Not serious enougb; 

+ Police codd do nothing; and 



Too much trouble (Wdkek 1994, p.37). 

Additionally, only 16 per cent of businesses had wntwted police for advice 
(Walker, 1994 p.86). This tends to sl~ow a general reluctance by businesses 
to report instances of crime. Does this indicate a iack of support for the 
criminal justice system? 1s the generat business community g e n d l y  
apathetic? Answers are many and varied. The survey suggests that me 
reason why such a high proportion of crime is not reported to police is the 
"on-costs" factor, in other words, reporting the crime and fottowing it up is 
oft-en more costly than the &e itself. It is m ~ e  e.camma to pass on ahe 
cost to consumers through price increases (Walker f 994, p. 100). 

The practimlity of involving ptim for every mime retated incidence also 
comes into question. In a report on shoplifting, the now defanct.Nationzrl 
Retail Crime Prevention Cowreil stated; "..if refailers aiways called police to 
attend their shops when they detected a thief, the police might have little 
time for anyth&~g else" (Chalinger 19%, p. 1 .%). Ten yeus ago, one paper 
on this topic suggested &at existing criminal justice systems were seen to be 
largely, 'expensive, counter productive and ineffective', ( S t d g  1984, 
p. 85). It would appear that rtathing much has &a+. 

It is appropriate to say that all retail operations are profit orientated and that 
the fist consideration must be to regain the funds or the property that was 
misappropriated. Retailers have littie interest in fmg drawn out court cases 
which may or may not arrive at a result favourable to them. There is little 
satisfaction in the knowledge that a person who was handed over to police, 
was subsequently sentenced to two years irnpri-at, and then was 
unable to repay the thousands stolen. There may be a question of principle, 
but for many retailers, principles do not put dollm in &e till. Retailers faced 
with this situation are more inclined to negotiate the matter intenrally to the 
sati sfadon of all parties concerned. 

On the othe~ hand, many see that the failure of reporting crime to the police 
only increases its occurrence. If shopstealers we aware that a particular 
retailer has a non-prosec~tion policy, then opportunities are created that will 
undoubtably increase the levds of the&. Likewise, if a retailer chooses to 
dismiss staff for gross misconduct on proven grounds of dishonesty, rather 
&an reporting the m- to police, &is leaves the &Ier wide open for 
criminal abuse by other empl~yees. 

An~&c=r ~0nsided0n is, 'self inflicted crime'. By self inflicted crime, I ref= 
to policy and procedrxres such as open ended cash refisnd policies some 
retailers adopt that clearly invite theft. Thieves simply steal product and 
moments later, cash refund the item without pumtions being asked. In these 
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NATURAL DETERRENT. 

BY NOT PROSECUTING, THE SOMETIMES CORPORATE JUSTICE IS 

IN THE SHORT TERM. 

MALPRACTICE. 

POSITIVE PROSECUTION PROSECUTION COULD LEAD TO 
POLICIES REINFORCE THE STRAINED RELATIONSHIPS WITH 

TIME CONSUMING. 
PROSECUTION PROTECTS 
EMPLOYERS FROM PROSECUTION INVITES 

UNFAVOUMBLE PRESS. 

A VIGOROUS PROSECUTION POLICY 

THE MARKET PLACE. 

Let us look at me case study. For the sake of dris presentation, I have 
inclu&d the three basic common denominators fur crime to occur; 

NEED 
OPPORTUNITY . RATIONALIS ATION 

h very simple terms, if one of tbese ttrree elements is  missing, then theft is 
eliminated. 
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Case Study 7 
A senior employee was caught out after she had conducted a fraudulent and 
fictitious refund to the value of $40. The incident was then reported and 
subsequent interviews with all parties concerned revded that the employee 
had been with the company for many years, and in recognition of her 
service was transferred on promotion to a remote location. Her husband 
gave up a good job to go with her. After some h e  on site, she was again 
transfmed to another remote location on further promotion and once again 
her husband gave up his new job to accompany her. At the latest h t i o n ,  
no work was avaifable for the husband, accommodation was hard to come 
by, and expensive. The cost of i r a a s f d g  was high and reserve funds were 
depleted. It was between paydays, the cupbaard was bare and the weekend 
loomed ... There was no cash around, so she "borrowed" the $40. 
The case for the employee; 

NEED Overwhelming economic need due to sudden 
loss of spouse income 

OPPORTUNITY Senior employee with open and unlimited 
access to company regional sites and cash 
registers. 

RATIONALISATION "They owe it to me for all the moves I've 
made, besides i'm only "borrowing" the 
money, and I'll repay it when we're on our 
feet!" 

Manst~ement considerakions. Management had a responsibility and an 
accountability, not only to the proprietors of the organisation, but also to 
their employees to ensure that line supervisors were wfficieatly tuned into 
empfoyee needs. This also extends to such practices as employee assistance 
programs in making a ~ a h b l e  temporary emergency cash loans, or advances 
on pay etc. 

Management also failed to take into accomt the high costs involved of 
transfer, or to ensure that the staff member had sufficient capital in the short 
term to meet those interim costs. Additionally, mmigement had afso failed 
to convey to the staff member that emergency staff loans were available to 
any staff member who needed temporary cash fhdi- Cash handling 
controls and rehnd procedures were being mmitored theagh independent 
deficiency analysis by central computer monitoring. Sound paperwork trails 
&at needed to be verified th~wgh review resalted In this act of malpactice 
being reported to management. 
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Arguments designed to eliminate rationalisation incIuded company codes of 
conduct, and clear staimen& relating to employee rndpractice were 
promulgated throughout the organisation and reinforced by competency 
based fiaud awareness training. Generally, employees of this organisation 
were explicitly told that malpractice would not be tolerated under rmy 
circumstances. Although the employees training records did not indicate 
attendance at any malpractice related &ahkg m e .  

To prosecute or not? The decision to prosecute or 1104 is an individual 
retailers choice. Decisions must be based on the situation an8 can change as 
situations change. Whatever event occurs that requires ttn examination of 
corporate moral and ethical standards needs to be done on its own merits 
using logic and rational thought processes. If a retailer believes, afier taking 
itito accou~~t all the possible vvariabk, that the Inkrests of ail parties 
concerned are best dealt with at corporate Ievel, then that decision can 
hardly be described as being unethical, inappropriate or illegal. 

Conversely, the retailer may well decide the interests of the business would 
be better served if the matters were dealt with by the police, and again this 
decision may be equally correct. 

In this particdar case, the employee was severely reprimanded, informed 
that she would not be considered for future promotions, and demoted. At the 
same time, however, the company concerned gave her aa immediate 
company loan to overcome her pressing fulancid need. 

OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH & SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS IN 
RETAIL VIOLENCE 

The latest figures indicate that 11,780 robberies occurred in Australia, up 
nearly 25 per cent on previous years. In the 1991-92 period, NSW 
reporled 5,973. Queenskd reported 15 2 1 and Victoria, 1933. 

The Crimes against Business survey showed that 1.6 per cent of the total 
survey populatiott of 966 reported an armed robbery. Althm@ the 1.6 per 
cent indicated the total figure, it does not necessarily reflect a true 
representation. For example; whilst smaH businesses only &owed a small 
percentage, (1.5 per cent), larger businesses reported occurrences three 
times higher (4.4 per cent.). We m l d  therefore make sn assumption that 
employees working for larger businesses are mare likeiy to be involved in 
an armed robbery than those employed by a smaller one (Walker 1994, 
p.43). 
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Discussions with the author of the Crimes Against Business survey reveal 
that 24 robberies were reported. This indicates a ratio of 1:40. Aftbough the 
survey indicated it was extremely rare fix aa armed r&kq to occur, we 
can make an assumption that although an armed robbery may be unlikely 
for a fair percentage of retailers, chances of it occulring are still relatively 
high. 

But videnee does not only relate to robbery situations, it also includes 
assaults on staff by customers. The survey indicated that 1 in 10 businesses 
experienced an assault on staff, (Waiker 1994, p.4). Orace again &e larger 
the company, the more likely an assault (ratio 1:20). The smaller the 
business, the less likelihood of assault (ratio 1:60) (Walker 1994, p.122). 
These figures show &at assaults can still take place anywhere. Take these 
three case studies for example; 

A staf member believed that a customer had placed some items into his 
bags requested a bag inspection. As she bent over to look into the bag, 
she was "king hit" by the customer. She srfflered a depressed fracture of her 
cheek bone. 

On closing time, a lone sales person wa,r cashing up, when u male oflender 
entered fhe shop a d  wi fhu f  a word, bashed fhe sta8 lo fhe grmnd, and 
began kicking her. She managed to grasp a future attachment, and hit the 
q8ender with it who promptly run rnrt ofthe shop. 

A pizza shop employee was punched in the face when he tried to reason with 
an irate customer. The employee went outside the shop to speak with the 
ctsstomer, who verbally &used then punched him. 

More serious are those instances where an armed robbery takes place. Not 
only do employees face the risks of serious physicd injury, more often than 
not, the emotional and psychological injuries suffered are far greater than 
any physical ones. 

Emotional stress and questions of self worth, cowardice, why did it happen 
to me, often ensue resulting in the employee taking extended sick leave to 
undergo post trauma counseiling, Qttlte often is the case that the employee 
is unable to return to the workplace at dl. Retailers g e ~ d l y  do not see the 
threat of violence against their staff as being a major problem. Many in my 
experience, just deal with these situations as they occur. Many believe that 
these types of instames are rare, only aRi t  high risk areas such as banks, 
building societies and other high cash carrying premises. These assumptions 
are plainly wrong. 
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When discussing these types of situatims with new retail sales staff, I often 
ask the question, "What would you do if....?" I'm often surprised by the 
responses of young males who state: "I'd bash 'em!" "Give them nothing", 
"They'd have to kill me first". I sometimes wonder if the influence on 
society through the media, generates a fdse sense of bravado on young 
people. Action movies often falsely portmy: "A manly image", md to, "hit 
back". The "don't let them get away with it", syndrome. Under these 
circumstances, it is often difficult to instil in our empfoyees that, "caution is 
not cowardice". 

I often wonder what would happen if an employee, faced in a violent 
robbery, hit back, and was suddenly seriously i n j d  lf this person had not 
been given any training in &is m a  by his employer, w d d  Be or she have 
grounds for an action against the employer? The answer is simply yes. Two 
courses are open. Firstly the employee could sue the employer under 
Common Law provisions of Duty of Care. Considmtiuns include; 

FORESEEABILITY Could the incident have been one which the 
employer should have foreseen? 

PROBABILITY Was the incident one which could reasonably 
be expected to wear? 

PREVENTABILITY Could the incident have been prevented 
through training awareness or its effects 
minimised? 

CONSEQUENCES Were sufficient procedures in place to 
adequately address all consequences sueh as 
post trauma counselling etc.? 

Under Common Law provisions of Duty of Care, an employer's liability 
extends to; . Providing a safe piace of work; 

Laying down a safe system of work; 
Providing safe and adequate tools and equipment 
Providing employees with competent fellow employees; and 
Adequately instruct in, and supervise the p e r f m a c e  of work. 

Secondly, relevant state authorities could take action against the employer 
under applicable state or federal occupational hmI& d safety legishtion. 
In Victoria, Section 21(1) of the Occzrpational Health & ,Cafe@ Act states; 

Responsibilities of Employers. (Section 2 1 f 1). 
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Discussions with the author of the Crimes Against Business survey reveal 
that 24 robberies were reported. This indicates a ratio of 1 :40. Although the 
survey indicated it was extremely rare for armed robbay to occur, we 
can make an assumption that although an anned robbery may be unlikely 
for a fair percentage of retailers, chaoces of it occurring are still relatively 
high. 

But violence does not only relate to robbery situations, it also includes 
assaults on staff by customers. The survey indicated that 1 in 10 businesses 
experienced an assault on staff, (Walker 1994, p.4). Onee again the larger 
the company, the more likely an assault (ratio 120). The smaller the 
business, the less likelihood of assault (ratio 1:60) (Walker 1994, p.122). 
These figures shew that assaults can stiff take pface anywhere. Take these 
three case studies for example; 

A stafl member believed that a customer had placed some items into his 
bugs and rqaested a bug inspectun. As she bent over to look into the bag, 
she was "hng hit" by the customer. She srffered a depressed fracture of her 
cheek bone. 

On closing time, a lone soles person was cashing up, when a male offender 
entered the shop and without a word, bashed the sfaHto the groued, and 
began kicking her. She managed to grasp a future attachment, and hit the 
qffender with it who promptly ran mt uf the shop. 

A pizza shop employee was punched in the face when he tried to reason with 
an irate customer. The employee went outside the shop to speak with the 
customer, who verbal& ahwed then punched him. 

More serious are those instances where an anned robbery takes place. Not 
only do employees face the risks of serious physical injury, more o h  &an 
not, the emotional and psychoIogica1 injuries suffered are far greater than 
any physical ones. 

Emotional stress and questions of self worth, cowardice, why did it happen 
to me, often ensue resulting in the employee W n g  extended sick leave to 
undergo post trauma counseiling. Qwte o h  is the case that the employee 
is unable to rehm to the workplace at dl. Retailers gemdly do not see the 
threat of violence against their staff as being a major problem. Many in my 
experience, just deal with these situations as they occur. Many believe that 
these types of instmnces are rare, only affect high risk weas such as banks, 
building societies and other high cash carrying premises. These assrimptions 
are plainly wrong. 
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When &scussing these types of situations with new retail saies staff, 1 often 
ask the question, "What would you do if....?" I'm often surprised hy the 
responses of young males who state: "I'd bash 'em!" "Give them ndhing", 
"They'd have to kill me first". I sometimes wonder if the influence on 
society through the media, generates a false sense of bravado on young 
people. Action movies often PBlsaIy portnuy: "A manly imagew, an8 to, "hit 
back". The "don't let them get away with it", syndrome. Under these 
circwnstmces, it is often difficuft to instil in our employees that, "caution is 
not cowardice". 

I often wonder what would happen if an employee, faced in a violent 
robbery, hit back, and was suddenly seriously injured- If this person had not 
been given any training in this area by his employer, woufd he or size have 
grounds for an action against the employer? The answer is simply yes. Two 
courses are open. Firstly the employee could sue the employer under 
Common Law provisions of Duty of Care. Considmtions include; 

FORESEEABILITY Could the incident have been one which the 
employer should have foreseen? 

PROBABILITY Was the incident one which could reasonably 
be expected to occur? 

PREVENTABILITY Could the incident have been prevented 
through training awareness or its effects 
minimised? 

CONSEQUENCES Were sufficient procedures in place to 
adequately address all consequences such as 
post trauma counselling etc.? 

Under Common Law provisions of Duty of Care, an employer's liability 
extends to; 

Providing a safe place of work; 
Laying down a safe system of work; . Providing safe and adequate tools and equipmen6 
Providing employees with competent fellow employees; and 
Adequately instruct in, a;nd supwise the perfoc~lance of work. 

Secondly, relevant state authorities could take action against the employer 
under applicable state or fed& oecupatio~d heal& and safety Iegis1ation. 
In Victoria, Section 21(1) of the Occupational Health rl; ,Fafe!& Act states; 

Responsibilities of Employers. (Section 21(1). 
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An employer shall provide and maintain so far as is practicaMe for 
employees a working environment that is safe and without risks to 
health'. 

Duties of Employers. (Section 21(2)). 

'An einployer shdl provide and maintain; 
a. SAFE PLANT AND SYSTEMS OF WORK 
b. SAFE USE, HANDLING, STORAGE AND 

TRANSPORT OF PLANT AND SUBSTANCES 
c. SAFE WORKPLACES 
d. ADEQUATE FACILITIES FOR EMPLOYEES 

WELFARE 
e. INFORMATION 

INSTRUCTlON 
TRAINING 
SUPERVISION 

To enable employees to perform their work safely. 

It would appear then, that the risks associated with failing to provide 
employees with adequate training to equip ttKm in the event uf violent 
situations, could leave retailers and the general business community wide 
open to legal prosecution. For the retail community at. iarge, this should be a 
very real concern. When discussing general Ioss prevention strategies with 
retailers, one consideration is awareness trainkg &at provide employees 
with the skills, knowledge and attitudes nsmsary to minimise the eff'ects of 
a violent situation. 1 also ask if the retailer has a post trauma counselling 
policy. More oftei~ than not, I find that retailers do not consider drat training 
in these areas are necessary. I find that situation distmbing. 

In conclusion, the Crimes Against Business (Walker 1994) has provided the 
general business community, particdarly retailas, sficient infamation 
and data that enables fWer development on Ioss prevention strategies, and 
subsequent development of policy and procedures that address crime 
preventiou issues. There is much to be done. la Austmlia, dre s w q  
indicates that we tend to spend Iess on security and crime prevention 
measures than some other western countries (Walker 2994, p.112). Once 
again we can use overseas figures for compariscm. 
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A recent report by the Home CMlce Standing Conference Working Group on Shop 
Theft laid considerable emphasis un ihe nesd fix retaiks to introduce preventive 
measurn based on detailed analysis of the crime pmb1em.s they were facing. TNs too 
was the message of an earlier volunle In this series (CPU Paper No. 5), which looked 
specifically at theft by shop customers. 

~presentmport&awsontheexperienceafalarge~-theMxonsGroup 
- who have impkmented this strategy in a bid to W e  not only theft cormnitted by 
customers at their stores, but a great many mure of the crime prOt,1em familiar to 
other retail companies. It offers a convincing case for other retailers to apply the 
principles of 'crime analysis' to their problems. as well as practical -step by step 
- advice as to howr they should do so. 

This report is illustrative of the progress being made in developing ways d analysing 
crime problems and of devising prevmttve measure. It also denumtrates the grow& 
willingness to exchange ideas and information in an endeavour to control aime. Iohn 
Bumws, f~rmer1y a member of the Crime ~ n t ~  Untt, naw work with the 
Dimns Gmup where he b Group Security Advfser. It is pleasing to see the 
development of such a systematic and imaginative approach to &me within a mgor 
company, and the williigness of Dixons to share, through this publication, its 
experiences with others in the retail sector. 

J A CHlLCOT 
Deputy UnBu Sscrrtary d State 
Home m c e ,  Pofice Depertmcnt 
Fe6ruary IM 
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than OW in fcvP d the major retailers t h y  appmafhect were able tn pmvide ttric; (sen 
Home Wx:e. 1986 p 18). h was equally wePIkht in the fact tha~ those who were aMe 
to mp011d ht tt~h  my were o~dy able to attribute ii% d GI& 19% IOU- to kr~wrr 
instances of crime. The remaining 89% of 'midentifled' loss r e p m t e d  an average 
0.9% of their turnover: though of course because aU f<rsses csme straight off the 
hottnrn h e  of a company's profitability (amprising the W i  and cast price of 
the goods -as wII as b t  profit margin) the red cost is much mere significant. 

The financial costs are only one side of the problem: there are also important human 
and social costs associated with this crime. As well as facing p e r d  attack or 
htimidatlon as the 'guardians' of their own (or their employees') ln-, those 
d i n g  in retailing have to put things in order - and iiaise with the police - after 
burglaries and other non-personal incidents. The anxiety and fear this creates is 
naturdly carried forward into their personal lives. The impact is quite often not 
restricted to the indfvtduals diredy tm53vd if is knawm some retail outkts - 
newsagents, local post ~~ and so on - act as important focal points wit11h-1 
neighbourhds, where conversations about nlme can Sect residents' perceptions 
of the locality (Shapland and Vagg, 1985). 

Prevention through Cdaa Analysis 

The retailer who is concerned to tackle the problem of uime is f a d  with some 
d%&r op&mi. Bere rt variety of methods he mi& pursue: these could range 
f r m  the impiemmon af more c u m w e  @?mining or s i m ;  d d  
encompass the installation of technologically advanced controls (CCTV, 'tagging 
systems', alarms, etc. ); and might even i n d u d e ~ c a t l a n  ofmerchandlsing, sale. 
or distributive procedum. The payoff from any of these methods is uncertain. &t 
in a comjmitive environment, the effort and -itwe devoted to prevention ctnd 
~mltrui is bmud iu rapire surrle rtwmmbk asrsarmt u r t h  &mu+mrs of the irutid 
problem and what remedia1 action will &eve. 

One way of mwing towards this goal is to a m  what ~~ to be labelled as the 
technique of crime analysis. The logic of crime analysis derives from a range of well 
documented cases demonstrating that a good proportion of rrimind incidents occur 
at certain locations or tlmes, or fn particular ciramstaraces'. Tkrese crimes can often 
be s e w t e d  f ~ ~ n  other, more rmdomiy disMbuted, indents. p m I I y  follcrw 
patterns because each 'trcfuble spt' crffers qpwttmities to tUtIrosle indined to affenck 
thus shoplifting is perceived to be easier in certain vulnerable areas of a shop, 

MAddtd~g~wurkuBHun~:W~trPseilarkas&b&&pdnt.ihabraattWthCLAisttCritflt. 
S w e y  Q i ~ ; l n d ~ ,  1985)foream& bempbkdtkdiPfemd rkLsofbvtglary1okeclscsinddfm ansa 
andstudiesof p d i c e c e & h a v e h n h m r i R d d a r t s p e ~ r g a i t r s l p r l i n $ a r ~  (steRam#y, 1982b.h 
addition, specifii research has N g h l i ,  for exampk, how bwglary tlsks within d arms are affected 
or surverllance lev& (.see Win&&? and bckm, lW1), h w  a thtai st Pfferral  by lk 

13?3)or6r ~ l r * ? d ~ a h t g ~ t h r r l s ~ .  tmn lanalPrre*Rzilinoott&abeasl&e 
i ~ w ~ ~ 1 ~ k d h s $ d a t s p c c i f h L o E a t i a n s a t ~ ~  



burglaries are committed at branches where security is poor or at t f m g  when the 
rhanms a€ appwhcmion are deemed tn he low, and theR by staff ofcurs kauw 
administrative or procedural ptnctices are lax. 'h pqese of crime anaIj?4s is to 
identify these weaknesses, in order to block the opportunities 

There are four steps in the preventive process (these are d i d  by Ekblom, 1986, 
in the antext of shoplifting inddctnt~): 

(a) Crirr~e arlalysis: deflriing the problern 
(b) identifying means of preventing it 
(c) Implementing the charen strategy 
(d) Eualuiitim (is the. mspc"se effective?) 

Ii p w  wi&muI ~ y i r ~ g  b t  ttte type of activity involved at ad1 sage will v;lry widely 
according to the characteristics of the 'presenting' problem. Thus shoplifting may be 
assessed either by routine monitoring of stock control records, by specific 
experimentatinn at certatn sttes, or by andysis of those incidents where offenders am 
caught (or by a combination of these methods). And ef cos~~.fe any f n ~ t m e n t  in 
prevention (ad suhsequrnily, any evaluation of ih impact) is bound to be rliclated by 
the size and seriousness of the problems identifled by these analyses. 

Follnwing an earlier t-eprt in this series on the for rrirne analysis to tackle the 
problem of shoplifting {see Ekblm, 198%) this repwt & t q s  tu make the care for 
applying similar methods to a wider range of retailers' p r o h i m  from theft by staff 
themselves to burglaries. Its primary objective 1s to MgMighi the sort of issues which 
crime analysis in a retail ermirmmeni might want to address and - in doing so - to 
offer practical advice on methods of C O ~ ~  d i n g  and andysing data. 
Although every attempt has been made to cover a wi* range of thecrime prob1em.s 
experieced by retail ourleh, the report focusses on d ~ e  loss of stock 4 cxsh from 
shops and dlstributicm networks. and does not deal wit3 epualty important areas such 
as computer fraud. It is primarily based on a system &W in two electrical 
retailing chains - Dixons Limited and Cunys Limited - that fonn part of the Dixm 
Group o f c m e s .  

Chapter 2 p e n t s  3 more detrrilpd m e  for appiying crime arwlJlsis techniques to the 
f~iobketn af 1tttail critm. Ctq&et 3 ki outhe3 the wide %irk?ty of apatkim mered 
by Dixons and Currys - ranging from the problems d dfsufbuuon to over 900 
individual branches, through their sales operations, arid on to the need to provide a 
cust~mw delivery d m  for larger pods - and the broad w p l e s  uf the 
~ornputerkd system wbi& they use to recard md analp qxxted crimes. Chapter 
4looksatsrrilleofhissuestlmt&tabe&~inaahsyxhgeofaperati~ 
and how information on each can be accwnuIated and andysed. Chapter 5 d e r s  
advice on establishing computerized databases. 



CHGPTER 2: TM CASE FOR CRIME ANALYSIS 

In responding to the challenge of crime, most retailem w d d  accept the wisdom of 
the adage that 'prevention is better than cure'. They would be right to do so, and not 
simply in token terms. Substantial criticisms can be made of policies aimed at 'cures' 
fix retail crime. 

First, It is dear that most crime is not committed by a distinct or finite criminal 
fraternity - who might, in time, k ddned a d  dealt with by bythe police and cwm 
- but by a much wider sector of rhe populatkm. Looking speciffdy at shoplifting. 
fbr example, various studm have suggateb that at Ieast 1.5% and perhaps as many 
as 8% of customers going into shops take something without paying (see Murphy. 
1986 for review). Thou& not a numerically large percentage. extrapo1ating these 

mltstoasizeaMedeprtm&stoPe-d ;at any time, say, with 1,000 shqqxm 
- meam that between 15 arrd 80 of these shoppers are likely to be removing 
some%g without payment. Few wlil be caught and Feww stlil referred to the me. 
Whilst it is true that a very large number of almost all types of crime generally remain 
unreported or unrecorded (see Hough and Mayhav, 1983 and 1985), evidence from 
o@cial statistics of RRewn crimes also shows that crime is an activity not restricted 
to a few aberrant i n d ~ i d m k  recent studies 1- s-d that nearly 1 kt 3 (3096) 
males will have at least one convicdon %r a 'standard list' offence by the time they 
reach the age of 28 (Home Office, 1985)'. 

Despite this wide involvement in criminal activity (albeit often on a petty scale) the 
chances of catuhig the perpetratom of crime are snaU. This is simply because those 
involved do all they can to avoid being aught, and there are countless oppartunities 
dwing the d a k r ' s  trading day for them to do so. A s i m k  pcW has been recopised 
for some time as a mafar constraint on m e n t f m d  deterrant. polidng murd has 
supported by the large body of research wfilfh has shwvn that polite patrols 
does not reduce crime (see Clarke and Hough, 1984 for review). It applies with equal 
force in the retail environment. Research interviews with known offenders have also 
shorn h t  the low ckmm ofapprehensiim are well appreciated by those invdved 
in crime (see, for example, Bennett mcl Wright, 1989). 

Finally. even if retailers were able to identify and pass m to the police those 
responsible for their losses, rriminologists bye throw serious doubts as to whether 
the criminal justice system - in isolation - can pmvide any c?fft?tZive 'cures' to 
prevent re-oRending. Different treatments - prison, detention centres, probation (or 
different regimes with each) have proved little better than one mather in reducing 
mjdivism (see Rmdy, 1976 for rwkw). Index!, the evidence shows that the 
likelihood of continued offending increases as the offender becomes more deeply 

(1) k w e a r r s ~ ~ ~ Q a D t ~ b h * d h * . m a t m a t ~ W o l f a p L a ~ ~  
s - 7  offences, and&summ;uy&~adh~drunkaavsfapmsrihRbhThisH~Ofhnbull*tn 
points out its R ings are 'not out of Ihte" wldr Faf?B@dfs (1Sfit) sfMW tliat wer 48% af maks wwM 
beaRlvRtedofanmmctaMeoffenceabsnnetimemflnhii'~~~ 



involved in the crjmL7a!justjce system bee Home 119%1). Marewer unless the 
numbers af offenders sent to prison irtaeased dlim&diy {at zrt- high mst), 
research has indicated that the simple act d 'incarcmting' Offtsrdrss has little impact 
on overall levels of crime (see Brody and T a r l i i  1980). 

But are the prosperts for preventive artion any brighter? Thp- purpose of this report 
is to suggest that they are, espedally so if preventive a&un ls based on rigemus 
analysis of each retailers' particular problems and their strategies t a i b d  acmrdingiy. 
This process - crime analysis - can point to the more obvious so3utfons as well as 
aiding the development of innovative (and, occasionally, mst free) preventive 
strat~gies. The applik-atinn nf surh anaIyks is aimed at m m v w  Ute. wmk vvcKk the 
po&e and other trimid justice agencies in canbating crime, by fosteFing a 
plilosoplry of 'seJf he$' amongst real1ers. 

Crime analysis can also be used to gauge whether existing muFity e x p d t u r e  is 
being put to best effect. Even leaving aside the cost of ins-. retailers spend vast 
sums on preventive measures on secutity hatdware {from doar lodrs to dosed &c& 
television); on in-house securlty pwmel ;  and on the servifff of the pn'vate mity 
in&*-. In&&, retahs are amongst fhe principal users of the servieen pwided by 
this large - and apparently rapidly proliferating - industry'. 

The process is essentially aimed a t  reducing the oppurtunWs av& to d t  
crime. The case for it is that customers or staff are not simply e k  'law abiding' or 
'dishonst', but may be Lmpted and subfesue~tly triggered in& ~~g criminal 
acts by the opportmkth p m t e &  by particubif enviro~u~~enl'al crrdEutw. Crime 
analysis enables reta3lers to address the sihPdtRW in wWfr crime o m m  rather %an 
being concerned to understand complex questions of haw psydwifoglcal and sacfa1 
factors affect the motivation of the potential offender. SpxifimUy. rewarerrsearch has &own 
that an individual wuim both an c c m s h  io take a muneofaadon. d the 
inducement [the appropriate conditions - where the pexehed risk of M g  
discovered is low) to do so. Reducing opportunities and i m  risks d dismvay 
can therefore be powerful means of prevention. 

This logic can be applied to most decisions to engage in crime (see Mayhew et al, 
1976). but it is surt restricted to c f l m i d  activities akme: Clarke (3983) cites many 
exnmples from other walks of Ilk. It fs argued M e  that the critical @L of crime 
in retail settings is a necessary prerequisite to identifying the points at which thm 
take advantage of the opportunities o f f d  to them, and to sutxeddly blocking these. 

This argument. is both simple and f d i  ta thaw in wtdhg: f a d k :  in that retailecs 
are r o u ~ l y  concerned with increasing both the wcasicn 4 the Mucements to 
ptrrcl~ase tlleir goods. As styles of retaltig have developed bee W&, 1978) in sud~ 



a way as to make goods h~creashgly accessible to the buy@ public, most recog-trlse 
that this has involved a calculated risk. Unfxhmately fix retailers, this 'buying pubLieie 
includes those likely to be tempted by the oppwhmities retailers have afforded for 
theft, as well as those who are not. As there is little prospect that current styles of 
~ c h a n d i s i n g  wdl change s igdka~tIy.  critical W n g  is required to reduce the 
inkrent risks. Thre  is a commerctal tightrope to be tmdderx between adventurous 
and succossfui me~handlsing on the w e  hanil, zwd that which is too adventurous, 
leading to substantial losses from theft, on the other. 

A simi3ar delicate balance exists on the non-sales side. How are retailers to provide 
operating procedures that will ensure the fast a d  efficient movement of goods frctm 
warehouses to their shops, and indeed within thttm. without srtcrificing actwntaMity 
and a l l o w  blatant apjmwnities fur sQff to steal? 

If it is pursued s u c c d y ,  crime analysis offers sutfftantial dividends to the retailer- 
Put briefly. it a&- staigbtfomd mznnxmkd ahmiag~ In fhe public sphere, the 
strength of the case for &me analysis is diminished somewhat by the prospect of: 
crime displacement the psIbility that more committed offenders - denied 
opportunities to commit crimes in one area or at specific times - will divert their 
attentions to other areas or limes. To the extent they do so, they remain a 'problem' 
to the plii and n t h  nhninal jusrifp aglFiff W, wtrlk this l i i hond  % m d m k  
the need for the retailer to be constantly on the lookout for alternative circwnst;inces 
iri his own shes PBW (nay be expioitetl, it asuitm little signi&srice fur the retailer 
w b  may successfuffy persuade offenders to target Ms competitors instead! 

Caw Study: l%wmiog Credit Card Fraud 

As crime analysis bas not been widely applied in the retail trade, any assessment d 
its impact must be ddwmd. Hewever. area where &me prob1em have been 
subject to an analytical approach for some time is within the cheque and credit card 
companies. The peculiarities of their business - particularly the fact that they bear 
practically all the losses resulting fmrn fmud, but have to rely an others (large& 
reaatk.) ta 'police' transartions on their hem - make it a necessity that they invest 
heavily in prevention rather than detection. 

Barclaycard's Fraud Prevention Department - for example - have the I P ~ ~  

of monitoring frauds commttted against ang. o ~ l e  of ztpproximtdy 9 mfuion Visa 
holders, and they currently expect to Rave about Z.000 of these cards reported lost or 
stolen each day. Three-quarters of these frauds take place in the retall trade, which 
means they have to focus carefully on this area to protect their fustmws and businesi 
interests 

Some of the analyses regularly carried out by l3arclaycard iIlustrate the sort of 
appmach taken: 



* The number of frauds cMmitted against indMduai merchants is m o n W  cIare1y 
Thii information is primarily used to reward or penallhe merchants acconbg to their 
p a f ~ c e @ y d & ~ g b o L h t h e 3 m M ~ P e E i l l i m p ; x a : m e 3 c b  
and their dealer &arge). Tbe fipm have akofieided 0 t h  useful paUvns, such as 
instances where s w e p e m  kave regularly atxeped t- olr strden cards 
because they have been in collusion with the fraudster. (@I an individual basis, 
Barclaycard pay £50 rewards to those who recover cards on their behalf - to the tune 
of £809,000 last year). 

* Card holders' pattems of usage ape monitored This infonn&ion is often used to 
identify unreported theft customers who only irrt!guI&y use thejr Visa cads but who 
then suddenly appear to )rave m M  on a '+mg spree' CBT fmpentiy found 
to have had the card stofen. 

* The d u e  of huds is catem monitored. This informarion is employed to inform 
preventive action, and to bring to the attention of retailers In fact, the average value 
of a fraud is around WO (it is believed that thieves think that higher value transactions 
have ta be checked by the retailer). 

* Analysis .&ws dm= fratids arp cammittpd in depafinmtal a d  odres l a w  stcrrps. 
Again this is for use in determining whether speciai peautianr kg. the inst&litW 
of 'waders' l i~at  tw~ntlii card details direct b h~&yau.d h a d q u s m )  rn 
necessary. It also mists tdnhg programmed: mailas an frequently warned that the 
first 'strike' committed by the fledgling fraud* is often in the perfume dejmWmnt 
of larger stores: because this is invariably on the ground fioor, and staff are perceived 
to be 'locked' behind a large w t e - r ,  making escape d e r .  

* Frauds irre monfhrd 'by desk ckss'. Again this ~~ ttze wed fos special 
prmutiuos and server to educate retailers. S u w  and- gafages f m p ~ ~ l t l y  top 
the fist, largely bemuse h e y  tend to employ younger, more t o expe f id  staff and 
staff turnover js high. 

As well as performing this sort of analysis, the fraud department at Bardaycard are 
routfnely involved in studying patterns of fraud againrt their counterparts overseas 
@artidal-fy in the US) in order to assess whefher pswentiw a&bn is quined in 
advance at home. Similarly, they engage in co- e x p e r i w H m ,  For 
example. to combat the k k f t  of cards h mslt in the post (which account for abut 
20% of those lost), they have mounted experiments in hfgh risk areas which require 
customen to pick up their cards from a local bank. In other areas, them have been 
experiments to asses whether pre-mail shats ('a r i d  will d u e  in t k  next X days') 
or post-mtii shots ('your m d  shouki have arrived X days ago') prove effective. In 
addition, some 64 different types of d o r p e  are used to dk@ise d renewais sent 
through the post. 

W s t  these anatyses and mqulri~~ may sewn an integraf part of proper managmnent 
of the theft problem, they are far more sophisticated than those practiced in many other 
parts of retailing. This is, of course, to be expected given that their b u s b s  (even 
more than that of the retall-) depends so heavily on balmchg 'accepfable' against 
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'unaa-eptable' risks. However, in M a y c a r d ,  they have proved their worth by 
reducing fraud losses as a percentage of the company turnover. Moreover, in 1985. 
they were instrumental in actually ~edudng the p;nrrs fraud lass overall: a cdderable 
feat when set against a 5% annual increase in tunwver. and the increasing spiral of 
&r f m  of crtme { H a  OfRce, 1986: paras 35/36). 

Summary 

The logic underpinning crime analysis is certainly not new. Indeed, it might be seen 
as doing nothing mare than applying sound management principles in the security 
feki: that strategy s W  be based on detaW mliabk cMa)ysis of the p&enr~ 

faced. On the other hand. this logic can constitute a significant departure from 
canwon practice in much of retailing: where security resowm are diverted w i W  
careful consideration of the consequencesf, expenditure is often allowed wiihout 
praper evaluation of its impact, and a premium is pked m making arrests rather than 
instituting preventive pmgmmd. Abwe all, it marks a rejection of the aDadtmnistk 
idea that 'security issues' can somehow Be divorced horn routine commercial dedsion 
making. 



CHAPTER 3: THE DMONS GROUP 

The aim of this chapter is to describe, in broad terms, something of the retail 
operations of Diom Ltd. and Cunys Ltd: how they are wganised, the nime 
prablems they facp and the means by which mimes mpted  and reeded. 'I& 
main purpose in doing SO is &low other to identify pmb1erns common to 
their own operation, and to put in context the su- d i d o n  of the crime 
analysis datahe. 

Retail Activity 

The twv c m @ a  are eiedriui retidlers selling rel&veJy ' h e  ticket' item, mainly 
in small to mid-size (me to fOUI. thmmd square faot) Mgh street ~~ The 
network of stores is Iarge - Dixons Ltd. currently comprises some 330 stores and 
Cunys Ltd, some 4Ml- and is spread across the entire country. In addition, Cunys 
run a chain of over 50 'superstmes'. which are very much larger and are generally 
lxated on the periphery of major t o m .  Tlze men:handi= stocked in each chain has 
my s i m W e s  both sell '!xmm goods' - W s ,  video remrbers. nriemwam and 
so on. But whereas Cun-ys stores also stock Iarge 'white* merchandise, like fridges 
and washing machines, Dions spedalfse in d l e r  elecMcal goads like cameras. 
Together, the two chains achieve the highest sdes per square foot In the high street. 

Branches receive most of their goods through deliveries fmm central ware-. By 
and large, &econt&ofea& ~ ~ i s ~ t t s d ~ s a c h  ~ s s ; d e s r e c o r d ,  which 
are rnumitmd at head offices. The warehomes (one servirrg atl Mxors bramhes; two 
serving Cunys bran&=) are simtla~ to those operated by other chain store retailers: 
they handle goods received from suppliers (often in container form), store them and 
distribute them across the branch network. With the exception of peak periods like 
the 'run-up' €0 Christmas - when &1iveries hmmse to match turnwer - mast 
deliveries am made on a weekly basis. 'T-g' ammgment (i.e. the mavement 
of goods to local depots, and then on to ksanches) are used in connection with 
deliveries to more distant locations. 

In addition to these warehouse operations, Currys Ltd. has a series of stock or 
distribution centref which provide a customer deliwry servife for larger stack i t 5  
E d  sntrP services a designated nu* cff txanche,~ Again, these nptinnq 

broadly m e p o ~ d  to these used by other retailers merchandis'hg larger gmds 
iparticularly the multiples). 

The wide geographical dhfritrution of the lmxxh TW&ST& militates agaistst centl-a1 
controi. CentraI control is strong in certain areas - su& as merchandising policy, 
supply etc - and is exercised through regional teams (four in Dixans, six in Currys) 
which monitor sales, day to day qmatlons, paonncl s&&w and training, and other 
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issues. Set against this, individual branch managers are allowed considerable 
discretion: both m p a n i e s  place c:6nsdde weight an the opemtional autonomy of 
individual bmdxs in achkiug -4s ami d m -  him& teaas mhantial advim and 
incentives to match w impmve on sdfs kgeb set by the centre. 

Crime Problems 

Like any large retail organisation, there are a range of opportunities both for 
'outsiders' aiming to steal gmds from each rompany, and for company staff intent 
on doirtg likewise. f i ~ ~  are exacdakd to the extent that both Currys and &MIS 
trade irI sortie of tlie most 'desirable' goods d v i k  in t l ~  piax: items c v i ~  
are d high value @mt not as easily meable as many other high value goods like 
jewelled, many of which can be easily d w f  on the persun (especially tapes, 
films, batteries. etc.) and which can either be used for the thiefs personal e ~ u ~ e n t  
or can be rsadifjr sold to athers. 

The problems are wide ranging. For example: 

* burglary risks are high: not only at high street branches. but against 'out of 
town' w m W ,  stock ewres, and superstores. 

* shoplifting is a problem, pmticularly in high street locations: although 
smaller stock on open display is whrable, larger items can also be stolen. 
AS well as the theft of stork, the branches are at risk from all the fFa~~$rdmt 
a f t i v i - t i t ' s W ~ i n ~ ~ h s t r e e t : ~ s n d c m l i t c a r d f r a U d f , ~  
against their own credit arrangements. tic 

* another pmblm, shared in equal degree with other retailers, is staff theft 
(both of Fash and stock). In sevwat reqxxts the scope for 'backdoor theft' 
is greater than that in other. larger, shops -both because of the absence of 
extra 'layers' of senior management on site, and because of the high dew 
dautommy vested in branch managem {ta match pkes being offered by 
other high street competitors, for examp1e). 

* I d e s  canying high value I d s  f m  the m h s e s  have to be protected 
.agai~rst hi-jack as well as staff theft In ad&fbn. mmller vehicles deli- 
goods & i t  to customers can be sufiJect to attack or to 'tallgate' thefts when 
drivers are making deliveries. 

* staff in certain areas can be subject to h a t s  of violence by youths. Less 
frequently, they experience actual violent attacks either in the branaes 
themwlws ar when banking the day's prrmeds. 

In dwt, the p ~ h  faced reprPsent anamalgam ofthoseerpez%sxed-- toa  greater 
o r l e s s e r d e g r e e - b y o t h e r ~ e ~ . Y ~ e t ~ ~ l e t h e ~ e n r y w i t h w ~ & c r i m e s ~  



reported to the centre, neither company is able to attribute more than a smdl 
proportion of their total losses to specific instances of theft: a problem shared alike 
with others (see Home OfRce. 1986). The lim's share remains 'm@ained'. 

A recurrent theme in this report is that the principlps of 'crime analysis' should not 
be restricted to kmrwn ins tam of crime. It is clearly importmt to draw as much 
inf-cm as possible h m  thaw cases that do crrme tu I-. But to achieve a more 
complete picture, the process should mcompass specific investigation or research in 
areas where utmes we likely to be under-recorded. 

All incidents of crime that do come to notice in D i m  or Currys are reported by 
' p h o m t o ~ ~ ~ ~ e d a t t h M c r f f l c e a i e a E h c r a n p a n y . ~  
are recorded on 'Security Rep&' and drrulated to relevant paties - including stock 
audit (for adjustment of branch stock), insurance companies and the security officefs 
located in each region (who will investigate). 

The introduction of security cht ikms,  aimed spedkdly at impwing each 
department's facility to perform &me dyses ,  required that these reports s h i d  be 
entered direct into a computer. One of the priorlfies was to ensure that - instead of 
simply extracting the 'bare bones' of each inddent to meet the dftect needs of audit 
investigating officers. and so forth - considerably more detailed information had to 
be elicited from those with dhct expwkntp: the briimhs ttiem~lm To meet this 
need. 'menu-type' programmed have been devefoped which broadly m that - 
rather than coqWing a pre-printed form. akin to a police aime report - those 
receiving reports pose a different series of enquiries depending on the characteristics 
of the incident that is being reported'. The assumption that separate types of crime 
haw to bpsinglrd rmt andsubjedd t n s ~ l ~ i r y i s l u d m n a t h : f g ~ ~ y s l r  
procedures: this is simply because potential niminaf acti\ity -in my environment 
- is so wide-rqing that incidents k to be yeparated ifrmmhgfd enquii~es are 
to be made about each. Another underfying prindple of tWs system - and an 
important one in developing similar databases - is that information that ndght direct 
future policy or action to be elicited immediately hmn the victim (or his closest 
representative) or it is effectively 'lost'. (A more detailed Mpticm of the 
cotnFtgrrration of the system is provia in AppemEx 3 .) 

Chapter 4 discusses the sort of issues raised by the different kinds of crime problems 
outlined in this chapter, and gives an indicatim of the &p of information that might 
be required to resolve them. Chapter 5 returns to the process of setting up and 
initiating a crime database. 



The purpose of this chapter is to facus on the fust stage of the aime analysis process: 
to highlight some of the questions which need to be addressed and the information that 
might be required to throw light on these. 

Key Issues 

The di~cussion deals primarily with the analysis of crimes that do come to the mth 
ufthe retailer. %s does not, of corn, -rt.tertn that such statistics are inhin1dy the 
best source of trlfornsatio~~: hi r~sost i r ~ t a r i e s ,  stock mriu'ol data is likely to give a 
more comprehensive account of what has been and will be a more desirable 
substitute. On the other hand, it is apprechked that in many retail companies stock 
control data are not yet sufficiently detailed to identify either specific areas of loss, 
or to separate crime loses from h s e  produced by poor administrative p r o c e d u ~  

This said, the question of whether mded crime statistics give an accurate 
iqwsuttatim of true I d s  d crime should be paramount. Eaeh retailer is best placed 
to judge this question for himself. Retailers records of burglaries, for example, are 
likely to be d y  amra& simply be cam^ to retail pm&s will general& 
be forced; the resulting damage will require repair; and the administrative 
requirements for audit will h a n d  a remrd of any w k  stoh (a stark contrast to 
domestic burglaries, for example, which are signlllcantly under-recorded in police 
statistics: see Hough and Mayhew, 1985). In contrast, cases of shoplifting are likely 
to be under-mnled. This may happen to a limited extmt in smaller, c109ely 
supervised, retail environments (such as those where counter service is provided) or 
those where electrunic article sumiII- @AS) systems operate and may deter. At 
the other extreme, shoplifting may be grossly underestimated in larger stores selling 
smaller, easily concealable merchanh  

It ww'31 be noted td tile t i i s d m 3  that follows frequently refers to the i& to collate 
details of of pticular incidents were carried out with details of the tmhmmt 
in which the incident took place. For example, to derive appropriate preventive 
strategies, it is important to know whether the type af goads merchandised, the 
diys. o r t h e s u p m M m  ~ k i n ~ 4 P r t i o m n f a  drpammsrtstaemakr them 
more \Ylnerable to h f k  by customers. 

In p r a d  terms, this infonnabon may be mlfated in om d two ways. Tht: nect.ssary 

environmental details can be elicited each time an incident is reported: a solution 
which may be necessary when the targets 'at risk' are too numerous to be c~nvexdedy 
Eategwized M are mobile [such as company vehkles}. Doing &is. however, can p v e  
tw eonsumirrg d h than -Iw. &-~el~, th! A t 1  M 

descriptive detail of each target 'at rlsk' 0.e. dif?kmt levels in a depamnent mre. 
d'derent types d vehides on a distribution network. and so forth) can be dlated and 
recorded in advance. The latter system has been emphyed in the D i n s  Group 
database where dl incident repmts are f M  with refemme to e bran& number: the 



computer is then able to Iink these to a comprehensive 'inventory' - held withii the 
database - which records key detalls about the layout, desiign and security features 
of each store. 

Arrdher basic, but immtkks fmpmtly at=-, C- is hi recording 
systems should log ail attempted offsnces (i e. thflfe that pmved unsuccefsfuo as well 
as those that led to loss. Nth@ it is notoriously difficult to gauge the impact of 
preventive action (for how can one measure something that hasn't happened?), the 
ratio of attempts to comp1eted Etffmxs provides one us&% indication. It follows #I& 
system should pmkk facilities to to what cmribtrted m the failure of any 
criminal incident, so that the strengths of exist'ig pocedufes ar are properIy 
identified. 

Defining the Prdrlem 

The sections below set out some - but certainly not dl - of the issues that an 
elementary system of crime analysis will need to address. Needless to say, there is 
a common core of questions which will need to be raised in all chumit- such 
as details of when and whew the Mident md, the amount of or damage, or 
details of my suspects. These questions are not reiterated under every W i n g :  t h y  
w e   orre re the less raised in places where 2lustratiu11 of their ctlffirent migilt pmw 
instructive. 

Retailers spend large sums a b e d  at pmteetitrg fhei pmrks wemight and at other 
times whm they are not trading expenditure is dhwtd not only at 'perimeter' 
protection (like grilles and alarm systems) but also at more costly servhs (like 
exte-rnal CCTV or ~uards). Analysis shduld be &ed I e~dlluating the benefits derived 
from such expenditure. MentiQing § y S t ~  pmcidwd paaioes tha! may zeduo? 
risk, and at deriving lessom for future development. The quatiom might include: 

* When do incidents occur? 

AIarmsystemscanprwide areammb1yrrmdseIEcot?dofwf*enburglariesocurr. 
Where stom are hquerrrtly mtarkttd, t?st;bWling an iippmpriattc preventive strategy 
can depend h v % y  on idenrifying high risk times: fm exanrpie, w e d  attach 
comnlitted around pub closing tirnes might indicate a need far the provision of guards 
at this time. The information is likely to be essential if police surveillance or 
intervention is requjd @nd& more sop- a&&s may often be eanied out 
to coincide with times when I& polie shifts dxtqd}. 

+ How was entry eRectd'? 

Infmtminn should be didterl with a view to identifying fht weak ymts a6 the extedw 
of & store: at 3 ceEf&r~ cast, protective dew 3 v d U  to reduce each 



and every vulnerability. Any additional expenditwe should be directed by proper 
reference to known loopholes, rather than on a 'chance' b b ,  

* What was the contribution of existing security hdwi~ fe?  

Equally, existing hardware needs to be evaluated: if this failed, did it do so because 
of 'operator Failure' (for example, shutters being left unlocked) or because the 
hardware was subject to a type of attadc or of force it was unable to deal with? 
One pints  to t k  need for training - or the design of 'FailsafP' larking pmeclttres 
- t h e o t h e r t o m o r e s ~ t s ~ d s a n e g u ~ .  

* Did alarms operate properly? 

While it is important to examine alarms as part of the general security hardware, it 
is  q d y  emmthl &at 'fstlse' actlvathm strauM he pq&y dysed ' :  ifonly 
k m s e  it seems semible to assume that the police will be unlikely to respond with 
equd speed to activations on systems known to haye been faulty in the past. 

This aside, most retailers will appreciate the difficulties involved when the police 
refuse to pmvide contiming mver, as mil as th asodatd crst {of the restol7ation 
of this ewer, continuing to meet Insurance requirements frr the interim, etc). 

* Wlat was the cost of each incident? 

h the case of burglary, the cost of repairing damage [and pmviding interim cover) 
can someti- outweigh the ~~ rrf arty st&. .9ny aswsmw of alternative means 
of pfotectionsh5dd Wudemhtian d ~ ~ .  

* Are incidents opportunist or well-planned? 

Althugtt judgments am bound to be subjectivee the details outlined above should 
conEribute t o w d s  a reasonable assesmeRt abut  what type of preventive action is 
idled far. Opportunist offences could perhaps be praa~ted by better ltghting, the 
removal of more deskable stock items from Strop v h x h ~ ~  at night, OT by sim'i 
straightforward remediaI action. Well-planned attadrs may require the W a t h  af 
more sophisticated equipment (such as CCTV ncardlngfadlities triggered by d m  
activations) aimed at pkyshuy i & d y i q  rlae pfqlmm& 

Theft by Customers 

There is a considerable body of research that has established that many more people 
take things frem shops than is c m m d y  ammed. 'F-g stu& - WM 

(1) Typically, scnne 97-99% of alarm act~va!iona rernrrled by palve forca are dasdied as 'fake' A l h @  f t  s 
u n p o s s l M e t o p m v i d e s n ~ ~ a f t h e ~ c l s c % B h g e o R d $ ~ ~ ~ & a f & ~  
a r e d u e t o o p e r a l a e m ~ , a s a m % a s p r n g M H n t o s y s t e m f ~ a m d t l v t d r e ~ ~ ~ ~ m b u r a b l e t ~ ~  
a-ninalrnndRltr[eg.cinucks-~a-~ 



shoppers have been followerl at random to see if they pay for the goods they remove 
- carried out in the US have indicated that between I in 7 and I in IS rmwe items 
without payment2(see Astor, 1969 and 1971). The only ~~e study in the UK 
f8urkk and Famngtnn, IW) suggests a 10- figure - 1 in 56. Nonethptes%, when 
cod t r cd  in the co&& af the number of shoppers esiting a rctaih dwhg any onc 
day's trading, even this lower Figure has serious i rnpl icatk 

First and foremost. the research, implies that the number d arrests of smopllfters made 
by reta8.p~ repsent the tip of the icebergrg For these wasons, the k m  derived from 
recorded incidents s h t d  be h'cnw with mtion. &pafly> it suggess that the losses 
many retailers attribute to shoplifting may be g d y  under-estimated even though 
the value of stolen items recorded in 'following studies' has proved relatively low. 
In the Dions Group, it has been necessary to cany out specific data collection 
ewercLses to try to gauge the extent and cfiasmtixistis of shop1ifting offences 

Various experiments have been carried out. using dierent methocis at branches 
chosen to provide a reasonable representaticm of the chain as a whole. One of the mmt 
effective methods has been to inwnsp-y label gads aMihble on open displays 
(using different markers to denote different types d merchandise, and means of 
display) and requke ssrk staff tu r e m v  artd iog tkese hbds when mak- sales. 
Regular counts of the goods on display are then compared with the sales records. 
Although it requires careful planning and supervisim tand strict discipline amongst 
staff in participating stores) these exerdses sene to identify what types ofgoods are 
stolen. the specific time when g- disappenr, and w h i  displays are mast 
w h h f e .  Other mettrads might Mude lxihcbg t3I-W ski data against stmk 
audit counts (a method which mtght not satisFactoriiy exdude 'M theits) or drawing 
on the lessons provided by known shoplifters (see, for example, Price Waterhouse, 
1986 or alternatively the methods used in Bennett and Wright's interviews with 
burglars, 1983). 

The second major iesson from research is that one longestablished meam of 
preventing shoplifting - the pmvision of plain clothes store detectives - is only likely 
to have a limited impact on the problem. The 'follouring studiff' have repeatedly 
shown how few of those removing items without payment are actually seen by store 
detectives (Astor I969 C 1971). T h e  is, in & f I h ,  the danger k t  the ~~ESX?RC& 

of detectives can allow ordinary staff to Lmitch off looking for crime. Finally. 
Worn's (1986) study of shopliiig in the HMV shop in Oxford Street (a store whkh 
at that time employed the greatest propoFtion of stwe detectives - per sqwre foot of 
sales space - in this premier shapping area) has served ro demmsfrae the limited 
returns detectives can achieve. Even on the bwet  esrimtes of the total number of 
shoplifters (and assuming the peak efficiency of store derectives in pmcessing eacb 
arrest), he suggested that this particular store would need ta employ 17 times its usual 
number of store detectives to have a capcity to amst aU the slwplihers likely to enter 



the store on any day. Tiis points to the need both to augment store detectives' 
contribution, either by trimmasing their visib'iity (posthg notices or deploying them 
as uniformed guards) or by raising staff awnmess of the problem; it also underlies 
the impmawe of looking at almmtiw pfwwtive strategies, such as store layout and 
&play fIw&&s. 

Important questions are: 

* Which merchanci~se is stolen most &en? 

This is the most fundamental question and mwers HNI generally have to be pvided 
by stock control ~~. h is liiely that ~ ~ t a t i m  is m e s a q c  fm wen the 
most rigorous stock control system (for exampie, one that was able to isolate theft 
losses from 'other Shrinkage') wmid be unable to separate any l o s s  attributable to 
staff theft from customer thefts. 

* w&re do losses occur? 

Are specific areas of the shopfloor paFticuWy v-alrle? If so, attention sl~ould In? 
f o c u s s e d o n w h y t f i i s ~ s t f i e m e ~ t i m m i ~ % g e ~ n t h e m v a l d m  
obstmction that impedes observation, means d ' m n g '  customers through the 
shop, etc). Alternatively, particular types of display may suffer disproportionate losses 
and m y  ~q~iire des i  modification. In Etothes staops nnhg room pocedwes 
deserve repeated scrutiny. 

* When do losses occur? 

Rates of loss are likely to fluctuate at different times of the day or days of the week: 
tbese may jxove to be times when staff are smched (Bank Holidays, Saturdays or 
times when children lpaw szhwls and 'paur into' k8f shps) w when stafffcvstomer 
ratios are ar their lowest. Mom vulnerable d&pX;tys may need to be specially pitected 
(or removed) at these times. 

* Da different methods of mercMising affect rates of k? 

Altmtive m e t h i s  may bc found for displaykg w i I e  goods. Experifilcftath 
can ts-biish simpk rides: fix exaqh.  whehr d u  tapes d d  in d i m  pack 
sizes suffer merent risks, or ifd&es hung from hangers fwhg differem ways are 
less likely to be removed 'en masse'. At a more sophisticated level, new designs can 
h test& fm ~xarnpl~? . d m  items may be h w.dmd& if saM fmm a&&ilt 
dispensers rather than upen 'bins', or if they zve given a large card backing. 

* Can methods of steal@ be diitinguishesl 

If widely practised methods of stealing can be identifled (either f rm store detectives 
records or by specific obsewatiwl), these should at least be brought to the attention 
ofstaff. Ofherobstaclescan alsobe put in the w i ~ y d t h e  thief BpricelabeIsare 



removed by thieves. then this needs to be made mare diEailt- 'Bag parks' may be 
n v  to mbat  ?hieves who use their own bags, a bag sealing methods used if 
thieves make IepUWe jwdwes on@ $Q secrete addlt ld Items in the retailer's awn 
bag. 

Theft by sm 

RetaiJers have long debated how far their theft lasses are attnlbutaMe to cust~lers or 
staff. Whiie police statistics for 1986 show that average loss for eacfi theft by a 
customer is much lower than those from staff thefts [see Home off~ce, 1986) - and 
that the total known lasses from 'employee &&'*far outweighed those h m  
customers - nearly all observers recugrtise that k f v  may be totally 
unrepresentative of the huge numbers of offences that do notcome to tx%siIerers notice 
(or even of those that are dealt with internally by n%&ers). Tilere is IIO re3iabIe means 
of establishing the appropriate balance. While undouMed1y those seeking to F e n t  
crime should retognke the wide range of qqmtuilities which staff may have to steal, 
it should not be assumed that losses *.ill therefwe autrtmattidy outweigh those 
inflicted by sheer numbers of shoplifters'. 

Staff integrity should of course feature as the central ten& of preventive action. But 
tn achieve this aim, thought ha.. to he given tn h i s i n g  fcx~Ipmof .syxtem. for 
contmlIing st& and cash - systems that will mt onty a+~)id &wing staff the 
temptation to steal (thus keepkg 'hinest st@ Iwnst') but pmvfde tlu nmms of 
identifying thme who submit to the temptation. Apart fnm, Impkrnenting systems 
checks, most large retailers rely on- pre-emplopmt referefice & d w  fastering high 
staff awareness thmugh train@ and the rdukmme oE dmt des; and ~~ 
procedural practices - from enquiries by re&d sewity staff, 'test &qping", to 
staff searches - aimed at idenwkng wru"gdeefs. U & t p w  tlris effort' it is 
important to emure that thm freuds or thefts which do come to ll@t will not be 
viewed as isolated instances, but as an Mication of loopholes that others are bound 
to have found and exploited. As such. they should be removed. 

* Who committed the theft? 

Information on  the age and sex of b w n  offenders can be put to a variety of uses: it 
might suggest that the company should ensure a p a ~ t b k  mbc of employees at & 
department or shop (so that Wgh risk groups are better SU-); it could suggest 

4 Calculatim made by k Datin from the 1986 Rtre S- Sunrey aF US ep 
L t = , e  l . a r n b T v n * b e l w n n - - r t n & * M k r *  
empllgrmtht.ftWbUMhmto 2 D ~ ~ h U M a p a ~ ~ ~ ~ d d s m w p m b a b k  
T h i s ~ w a s i ~ b a s e d o n r e t v k r s  ~ ~ d t h p r c r p a r r i a n d ~ d a i s t ~ ~  
& & g w d s ~ a t 6 0 9 i r r e x i ~ r e s p b i v $ y )  



the need for mare b m g b  p r e ~ ~ t  smxning of p&W~ grwips; it mi@ 
even need to be rnxicked in f'urn&athg a winpmy-&de en~ployment palky. 

* How were goods removed? 

The methods by which goods a .  removed can vary widely: for example, stock may 
he hidden in clothes or bags when staff leave at the end of the day, may be secreted 
outside the premises [for example, in mbbish) for later coUaction, or simply removed 
by those who could appear to be pirfwming 'md' duties (such as helping a 
customer to his or her car). Each r e q u h  &iff- s a f e g w .  

* Do incidents involve collusion with 'outsiders'? 

Separate provision may be required to monitor &efts by this partidat means. They 
can range from the relatively slmple - for example the Mend of the salesman who 
receives additional goods to those legitimately pudmed or any other favours 
(discounts, the 'replacement' of goads lm@t elwwhere, etc.) - to the more 
audacious: such as the &?~~M&?s PYW am d@&&ed tn a bogrts crrsmmer via a 
particular carrier, Checks and baiances may be required to counter than. 

When did theft(s) take place? 

As the point above suggests. it should not be taken for granted that staff will only steal 
at their departure each evening. Times nrken staff take hnck or tea breakr m y  figure 
regu1;lcky - m padmk days &tic?! as tkow when the manager rw cashier are away). 

* Were efforts made to 'cover' for the stoh goods? 

Nut infrequently, those carry@ out t h R s  (particularly if they are in a pusition of 
authority or intend to continue the practice) wilI attempt to c o n d  the loss in order 
to avoid inevitable enquiries when their branch or deptment is next audited. 
Identiijdng the means by which they do this (for example, by elaiming partie& it- 
on a delivery never arrived) can prove ta be an invaluable means of detecting other 
OMS. 

Just as with the theft of stock, there area variety of means - each invoiving different 
degrees of saphitication (or levels of access to the till) - which can facilitate the theft 
of cash. Indeed the simple removal of cash is jmhbly the least attractive, given that 
the failure to 'talance the till' at the dose d bus'uress should prompt immediate 
investfgatlun. %Calk of each tmthd - fmm the underringing of a purchae to the 
more complicated transaction (such as those involving credit agreements etc.) need 
to be collated. 



Theft through Disfnfnbution Networks 

Merchandise moving rhwugh any retaflsr's fX&burian mmmk Is sutrjed to a range 
of threats: from short warehouse delivertes by suppli to vehicle thefts. En general 
m s ,  the dveats can be subdivicted into two main w. dtreats by ~'wrshiers' jwhii 
can either be in the f o m  of burgMes of warehouses and other stack Mding centres, 
or thefts from vehicles) and h e  by staff (those working in warehouses etc or those 
manning vehicles). 

There are a number of factors that tend to make the &iMbution sector partidarly 
vulnerable to theft. First goods in transit are inevitably ptwected by fewer physical 
barriers than those in fixed premises. Indeed, given that warehaws are generally 
sit~mted well away f m  residential areas w main t- thy  are probaWy 
themselves more vuhmble than high streeb stores. Seu>nd, drivers ru#l others 
hading goods in transit are mbpxt to less supervision - a d  thus face greater 
opportunities to steal -than their counterparts elsewhere. 

Probably the main fi3d~, h o w e ~ ~ x ,  is that diffi t i tr  can be f d  in dishing 
xcountabiiity at all stages of the distributive process. One of the armerstones of any 
p r w e n ~ s t f a t e g y m u s t b e t o ~ m ~ ~ w h o B ~ f o r w h a t  stodr 
at any one time. mcufties arise where goods are checked into u$ddes inaccufately. 
where a driver may be required to make nlultipk 'drops' and arad nthersy need to have 
amto 'his'lfiad,andif&X&man?wtrkkPdaffrbe~Jeat a time^ 
are received. There  here be besimilar difficulties 6 1 i s h ' i  accountability in 
w a r e h ~ ~ h r e s , ~ i ~ i f  thqarezslredta;aaetas'M&hg'besesfor 
stock that has been transferred to the books of the retail outlet: ~ e s s f u f  deliveries. 
damaged g d s  and so forth. In short, procedures and conho1s must be exacting. 

* Do procedural loophales encourage staff M? 

In view d the difficulties out- a h e ,  spedal agention dcsems to be given t~ the 
'inducements' F& where staff - pwtktil~~ly -am known to have stdm 
goods. Providing drivers with stock that is plainly notacmzmted fur by stock handling 
procedures - for example any stock which has no accompanying paperwork - is 
clearly offering an unnecessary temption to steal. 

Apart from the crizerl of routine s ~ f i -  {age, sex, etc.). km@h of servie may 
be important. Tempomy drivers are frequently needed ta meet unanridpted demands 
in distributive activity. But given that losses may not be identified immediately. the 
inducement to steal is particularly attractive to the 'temp'. 

* Where do M i k  thefts OCCL~T? 

Infomtion is required at hw kvels Clear1y 1 is to e.&Wsh if vehicles 
operating in particular gqpphkal of the country are subject tu unltsuirl risks. 
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At another levei, it is impartant to ascsWn if particular stags dthe driver's routine 
prove more hazardous: such as overnight stops or times when vehicles are left 
unattended for customer deliveries. 

*How and when are such thefts committed? 

These SOF$ of details should dictate preventive action: neetfless to say, rJw response 
t o a t t a c h o n ~ p m k e d ~ @ t i n a ' ~ * ~ d k q u i b d i f f ~  
from those against drivers and their crews who are making &Jive&s 

Although the actual numbers of violent crimes committed against ikz in shalxs, and 
other elements of the retail trade. are probably small (there is no reliable means of 
establishing numbes), many shop staffaxe familiar with imichts Hhich the police 
will clmlfy as 'intimidation': from the threat uttered by t h e $ i &  custm-m. to 
the cmwd of youth wfro openly steal gocpds knowing theit nsmbes will prevent 
anyone intervening. At a more serious Ievei, retailers can experience problems when 
dealing with customers cau&t stealing. They also share tbe risks experienced by 
anynne who has to mutirrPJy ha& and tramport ml& gmds m largp -firs 
of cash6. 

A recent report by the Health and Safety Executive on the S U ~  of violence to staff 
(Poyner and Warne, 1987) has strongly recommended the use of crime analysis 
methods in tarSrljng f h  p m M m  Althugh the main mmmnnm&W of this 
report we d those staff subjected to g e e s t  Eisk (such 3s ?hose working in 
lirxn~ed p-errtihes, or on buses) i-1 is riomCht.1ess imprtartt that retzdem stgnrld 

establish a means of dating basic details about violent incidents fn doing so. 1 is 
advisable to define what constitutes violence in order to establish concise guidelines 
about whatshdd be rtpurted. U n b s  tNs is do=, &ere Is the danger that standards 
will vary and those in locations where vident abuse and h t s  are m1ativdy m m  
mn~n~'onpIace - such as pmmr arees of the huxs city - will s e  W e  jmtifkitim 
in reporting 'miner' incidents. Alternatively, the issue may require systematic enquiry 
amongst staff in areas deemed to be facing greatest risks 

Some key points are: 

Who hit/abused whom? 

What m t a t i a n  can be drawn between the aggressor and &/her ~Wtn? Were t h e  
of the same - or widely d i n t  - ages, the same sex or ethnic badrgmunct? 33d 
they know each other in any way? 



* What led to fh incident? 

If there was a dispute that triggered the incident, what was this abwt: can- abaut 
goods, about the service provided - or did staff perhaps try to intervene and prwent 
a suspected shoplifter? The idonnetion can either point to recommendations for 
reducing 'Mdm'. or perbaps better tsaintng in handling dm& incidents. 

* What was the bvel of violence? 

This information is essential to establish the serimmes of the pr* Linked to data 
about where Incidents occur, it could p i n t  to the need fm better protectton, mre 
effective means of summtmmg assbfmee, or simpy bre beploynmt of 'trigger' staff 
at reguIar ffasftpoints. 

This chapter has deliberately focussed en she type of i r b m  W might be 
required to perform detailed crime analysis. It has nut su@ ta provide a 
comprehensive review of information requirements: these will vary considerably 
according to the characteristics of each retailer. If the list nonetheless appears 
fofmidable., it has ta be banw in m i d  that these qt1irPmejits can be t a i M p  and that 
the recording - arid subscgmt analysis - of details d my h&knt can be done 
speedily if these are entered d i d y  into a amputerised database The main argument 
against restricting data collection is a practical one: details iwt cornmined dk&y to 
record are not easily recalled when their relevance becomes mate apparent (thase 
repacting incidents forget, or canriot be t d f .  M m v e r  the value p k d  on 
recorded incidents should take m o  account the fact thrrt these often r q m s x t  a 
small proportion of other similar, and perhaps even more costly, incidents which go 
unnoticed. 

Little emphasis has been placed on the dttticm which might rmdt from aim 
d~&. Thls p&lZd=j', 5fCOUr~e, becaiBE&kfgtrtft kS&f&t0%g@the1513e 
of information required to address problems, but it dso reflects the fact that there is 
a sizeable literature and a number of periodicals which offer ways and means of 
combating retail theft (see, parricularly. Home Ofice I983a). But wfKnees ideas are 
not in &art suppfy. it wiU often require mafor changes to atabli* &at d m e  p d e m s  
& e m  to be thes&jectof~aly.sis.The~jxd cmtrh&m&trtrnertndysis - 
as Ekiilom (1986) has pointed out - is to offer guidance as to of the wide range 
of ideas, security products or services (most of which are well known to those in 
retailing) are appropriate in which circumstm. In short, the pm~ess is primarily 
aimed at selecting the area. times and circumstances where prevedve d o n  &add 
be directed. 



CHAPTER 5: ESTABLISHING A SYSTEM 

This chapter offers a few words of priW&aI advice to those retailers wishing to: 
develop systa~is &at will r a r d  arid collate data of &he sol% outlir~d i11 C112~pkr 4. lt 
then suggests that mime analysis systems need not only be m&ictecl to dealing with 
those crimes that have m e  to the retailer's attentiM, but can he olhaneed to take into 
account 'inferential' data that might identify hidden crime. 

Data Collection and Anai@s 

Although there k a p w h g  body of Btemtm m t i n g  the kscm learnt from either 
f l m p ~ v e  axralysis of crime records (see. For ~ ~ t p l e ,  Laycook's 1985 study of 
burglaries recorded by the police) or specific one& sunreys (eg. Smith's 1987 
survey of hospital employees), little attention has been g i m  to ways and means of 
establishing system that mrtidy cdtea and pmces tk sort af &ai l& infarmation 
that is required. Inbeed, the first gentmtbn of &me anafg.sjs systems developed by 
the police has tended to rely on the reappraid of data colieded with other purposes 
in minb. Establishing a system capable of receiving and prmessing a substantial 
amount of information on a day to day basis imposes ditferent requirements. 

Systems will almost certainly need to be computer-based where the details of crime 
incidents have to be subject to routine, but ni% naessarib standard'ised, enquiry. Dala 
capture may either involve staff entering details of crimes - as they are reported - 
d i m l y  m to a c~mputw, w by the mrrre lengthy pmtmkm af d n g  and then 
mterhg misting paper reports. E i ' k  way, the advantages of computer-based systenzs 
- which allow the analyst to reassemble data in a & i t  format, to compare 
different data sets or variables against each other, and so fa& - are impartant if the 
process is to successNly identify patterns or trace causal relationships. The falling 
c o s t s o f ~ r ~ ~ ~ d ~ t e r s & t N s a & d a l ~ ~ e f Z g e ~ e ~ h ~  
retailer. 

Chapter 3 highlighted two major priorities fw any system if it is to be capable d 
perf~mhg routine crime ana1ysis 

(1) to obtain information from h e  with a close knowledge of the incident as quid@ 
as -bIe. Direct entry of information to the database is certainly a useful means 
of achiwing &is. 

(2) the need to cull detailed information about each Incident and to design different 
enquhies for different types of crime. 

(1) The primary c- un the poltce is 
s e t b y t h e H o m e ~ a n d o t h e t ~  
r a n b e U s G d ~ s k a u o r r v e r r t i v e ~  
(CR!$. which dl'= fatilitis to"* mi& qmts at some 1 0 0 8 ~ ~  brM k ~s~~ 
dlreprerenhe v h a n e a i m e d a t ~ ~ ~ ~ i n r c ~ & ~ t F e c !  119Sn. 



A detailed guide to the techniques af caUecting crime infoFmation and a d p i n g  it for 
patterns has been psodufed by Ekblom f1988). Nonemess, there can be m blueprint 
capable of meeting the ir3d'fiibual needs of all retail stop&s. Trpase w k  dwlDee to adept 
approaches used by others should ensure that systems can be i e e d  or expanded 
to meet their own particular requirements, In this sense, each retailer has to develop 
a prototype: unless the planning and introduction of the system (and the trafrdng of 
those involved in its tise) is progressed metictdoldyY it is judkias to e v  the 
teething pprhlerns associated with ary new a m q p w n t .  At the very least, it is 
important to maintain tried and t&m3 p a p - b a d  p d u r e s  for recarding crimes 
u11til such a time as the new system has bwl subject to extemk trials (or to run these 

side by side for an interim period). 

Forn~ulating a System S@cation 

The starting point for any development is a comprehensive s ~ ~ c a t i o n .  detailing 
what thewtern isdesigned  to^^, bw t M s M  bedmead the ercpecbed 
papfFs. %is is an important stage even for systems which are likely to involve little 
change in operating procedures (and wMch are not gogahg to be the subject of brW 
questioning by the finance director approving the expenditure!). It asrumes even 
greater significance as the number of interested paties grows (from those reporting 
and nxnrding hckknts, to the wcipimts and users of the system), mon? radical 
changes in established operaring procedures are envisaged, la if any software 
development is to be sub-contracted out. In these circwnstasus, 'lhe rser needs ro be 
precise in spec$&% details such as what will be required from ttme registeeing ad 
receiving reports, computer response times. ins&atim dates and so forth. This 
specification shauld be&su+cida MedmultatioplerrPniPebtfmit  isfind@ 
approved. 

The key issues which should be considefed in drawing up a specification are 
considered in Appendjx 2. These include: 

What irf~mation is needed and ~vhat value will it have? 

How should each incident report be structd? 

What will reporting procedures be? 

What performance criteria are required &om any computer? 

Retailers devising databases, like police forces engaged in the sanw exercise. nay 
have good grounds for suspecting that the aimes they record are mt a true reflecth 
ofthose that do amme fa their mtioe. They may also feel ux&mbed in k t ,  
although a crime analysis system will provide a mu& mere & i I e  means of 
developing furure @icy, it may k an effective means of @q%hti"g w h  they 
may cumntiy be subject to fraud and theft. 



Systaznxs =I, however, be so as to hi@ mas that require inzrnd~ate 
investigation. Police forces do this by developing uime intelu- systems (through 
the office of the divisional collator) to help them engage in proactive investigation 
rather than reactive - fire fighting - activities. Retatlers, too. can follow this lead 
and supplement data about kiww~crime && which m&h~pmvide h&c&ms of 
crhinal activktles. Just as police intelligence systems dmmmtnw their prfndpal 
advantages in a finite area - namely in ma- affixring tfiose whum they have 
previously dealt with (i.e. offenders and suspects) - the main ~~ for retailers 
is in investigating malpractice by staff. 

It falls beyond the remit of this report to discuss this dimension in detalt. One or two 
examples can however help illustrate the sort of approach emrisaged-. 

* One of the main indimtots that something may be awry (although not a preeise 
means of indicating whm rhe fault may fie) is &at the profit margin of a branch 
or department is falling below the normal, or its crwn p-m!cws, level. 

* AnotheF may be that the 'stock tunl' is declini: in othw 4 s  that the sales 
achievement of any unit does nor match the deliveries it has received. ~ ~ a t i i a n  
may indeed reveal that st& is building up: alternatively, Uw additha3 deliveries 
may have been organised to sustain substantial th& 

' Numbers of 'till reversals' may be ar io tk  impmtaftt indicator. Although it is 
necessary to provide a fumtlon on the tEI to cater fos stmk which is returned by 
customers, it can provide an opportunity for staff to buy back fictitious stock and 
pockFt r33e refund money. 

* Patterns of 'delivery discrepancies' could also be important, Again, most stores 
require a means of notifying a warehouse of any shortfall or extra stock they may 
have received. but there is again a possibility that bcgus repwts can be raised - 
which will enable staff to c d  a theft. Ak-, the absence of any 
dtmepmcy reports may indicate another problem: that st& is nut being chedced 
at all, or that 'extras' are noticed but not repofted. 

h short, the aim is to investigate 'exceptiaml' trariirtg ~~ ha t  might reveal €heft 
or fraud. 

It is always important to maintain a strict demarcation between known crimes and 
indicators of possible h i d  activity like these. However, pw&d this this isdone, the 
data can be integrated into one system. and the same principles can be applied to the 
assembly and analysis of data. I n h t m t M  gained fiwn mxk 4% system (for 
example, about areas of highest shrinkage. prwfucts most 1- ta be last etc) shwld 
be drawn into the analysis. In adttition, retailers should be keen m exploit to its full 
potential the information that can be derived from electronic point of sales (EPOS) 
campttters - fur example about till voids, dkmmting fx-acdie etc. 



Crime analysis techniques have been strongly advocated as to ~ m c k 2 ~ 1  @icing. 
They are a meam of making the msi efffcient use d an expensive puMl resource 
C1orn-e Offtee. 1983bj and trm prcwe to be an essartial tod in targetting preYerrtive 
action (joint Departmental Circular, 1984). The d u e  d this approach has been 
demonstrated in a series of diverse situations, and the lessons appiy equally well to 
retailen considering how to tackle their own aime proMem5. 

T h i s r e p o r t h i r s s o u g h t t o p v i d e ~ d v i c e t ~ ~ t f w a e ~ a s ~ a w i ~  
to apply fhese techniques By doing so retailers will be in a mwga positian to identify 
the precise nature of their crime problems, to explore how these might be tackled, and 
to assess the effectiveness of remedial action they mi@ adapt. The need for this sort 
d approach is the more pressing given that thm are severe limitatiam to some 
security practices adopted in retailing - such as the arrm d sk@%ters and ?heir 
referral to the police - but also because of the potentid payoffs offered by detailed 
reappraisal of administrative or procedural practices, or by the glamorous 
technological systems on offer in the market place. 

The message offered is, in many respects, a mu-ndane c#lt?: security co~*sideriftiolls 
sTic~uld be subject to the satlie standards of rigorous ardysis as o&m aspex% dratilii 
management. The collection and analysis of reliable informattion on security issues 
is an important first step in this directit.. . 



APPENDIX 1 

DIXONS GROUP DATABASE 

The broad structure of the security database operating in the Mans Group is Iaid out 
below: 

(a) Hardware eonfJg.lWt300 

W E A D  WFEE I 
5zmRm I I E7 MNNFRAME 

El 
OlXONS GROUP 

The day to day aperating p d m  is as fallows 

1. Individual branches telephone thrwgh &ail5 d m y  crbe to tMr rqwsiive 
head offrees. 

2. Security department s t 8  receive these &is an any one af a series of workstations 
(networked together3 and put to the branch staff the relevant enquirks which are 
fed to them by the software programme (see m). 

3. Each company system operates as a 'stzwhkme' entity, capaMe of taking in 
reports, producing printed sumnaarles, prodwing mutine analysis and of special 
interrogation. (fn time. other Wxcms Group tompanies may adopt similar 
reporting procedures). 

4. Data from both companies is downloaded onto a central Group computer (for 
analysis of inter-wmpany patterns, overall trends, etc) 

(b) Software 

There are two major components to the data system 

1. The security wport A set of menu-driven enqukies which pose questions to 

chose reporting criminal incidents. 

2. The branch database. A file providing details about the environment, 
physical design and protective devices of each branch (or warehouse). 



These two files are capable d b e i i  intermgated alone (e.g. to establish haw matly 

b w g l a & o f a ~ a r t l p e & b ~ t t e d f n a ~ ~ o s ; l n ~  
(e.g. to establish how many occured in specific iocatians). 

The crime file is obviously in most frequent day-today use- The screein enquiries 
record $etaik of whew a i d  when dl inridexits o r r u d ;  the typP af incident and the 
~ o d s i l s e d b y t h e o ~ e r ( t h e r e a r e - d i f f e r e n t q ~ ~ t o t h e ~ t  
'type'); the details of property stolen (here direct a m  ta mainf- pmdud lists 
speed up recardlngf: a short precis of events; detds of suspects/offenders and what 
follow-up action is required. 

The brands database requires less frequent update. En &didion to inf~l~natkm a h t  
faed premises jencurnwg details of hardwate in use). it a 
details of branch personnel and assembles trading details that can provide possible 
indications of aiminal activity: for example, stock audit remk~, till drsaepzncies, etc. 



KEY ISSUB D m O P I N G  A SYSTEM SPECEFK:ATIm 

Central points are: 

* What informatfon is qufred? 

The step by st* approach that was discussed h CIaapter 4 wtll help to identify the ideal 
information requirements for spedfsc types of mime. TMs process can be assisted by 
'sample sea-rches' of e&ting trhne reports to IdentSy frkely wbcategorles of data: 
thus every 'Xth' bu&ary report can be scanned to see the maln points of entry. the 
main methods of entry, etc. 

The danger of this p m s s  is atat it can yield many more data 'fields' than the 
respondent (the person reporting the crime3 can reffabfy pmvMe and system can 
process. Whiie it is important not to reject information that might point ta innovative 
preventive strategies at an eajr  stage, the next impmtmt question therefore is to assess 
the Wbility and mason for eliciting that inf0tmatMn from the respondent. If the 
respondent is oniy likely to be able to provide reliable information in selertcd cases, 
there is no reason to collcct st: hem it is often ~Seft l  to the computer analyst's 
'GIGO' dictum ('garbage in, garbage out'). Equ- if. once cd~eded users cannot 
foresee to what use the information wiB be put it shoutd be discarded. 

* Hnw shnuld each incident r e p ?  be s t n t c t u d ?  

Defisions about * foma? of each crime enguiv should be influenced by the type of 
t?irrlt: the retailer mostly e x p r i m  by tu-t m&&s al Wing reports. with 
which staff wilI be familiar; and by direct experience of the way in which those 
reporting criminal incidents typically recount what has happned. 

Taking these priorities separately, it is clear that the reporting farmat should aim to 
encompass most if RCtt 4, & m i d  inckksts &* the retailer: d y  a d 
minority should f a  outside these categories. In most B, the main 
head3ngs wlff be broadly similar (encompassing sbpfifthg, theft by employees, 
burglary. %dents involving violence) but subcategaies may vary widely according 
to each retailer's requirements (for example, thefts by staff may be sub-divided to 
d f s t i ~ t t t e @ d g r x 3 $ r , & o f e w o r t o ~ h ~ @ s h o p f l m  
staff from those by distribution staff: or to separate those commi2ted by &iff of 
different mnk, etc). 

Reference to earfier means of reporting is essential to avoid misunderstandings that 
might arise if different meanings are applied to similar labek ot term, and indeed to 
~ c o m p a r i s o n s t o b e m a d e ~ r e p o r t s m a r i e w ~ e m a t i c t t h o s e r e c ~ d e d  
beforeits inbd&bn. F d y  it is r a d o m a t i c t h a t ~ s h o u l d  atkdnytt tostapt at the 
logical 'begiinning' (when and where dl& the W e n t  happen?), fill in det;lils of what 
happened, and end with de€aiIs of any suspects arrested, lmw tbey were dealt with, etc. 



For the purposes of subsequent analysis, the reports &odd of course attempt to 
docate as much IMormation as posIb1e to pre-coded fieltk This is unlikely to 
eliminate the need for a narrative section where the 'story can be told': indeed some 
sohare programs now provide "free text retrieval" package to enable userx to search 
such m t i w  a~cOtffftS fOT cemmw d 5 e r  phases. The Reed fw the expaRsiofi 
or modification of pre-coded fields should also be bcmxe 'ur mind: rrot only because 
users are IikeIy to identi& data categories initially averfookd, but also because those 
committing crimes will inevitably adopt new methods to overcome obstacles in their 
way. 

* What will fepmting praedutes be? 

As 3 generat rule. it will be expedient to utsise and build upon mabli* rtpming 
mutins, unless these prwe dmruugw imp&d. Thus m y  new s y s m  that 
proposes to completely abandon a long-standing procedure where 'reporting' branches 
or departments of a store are used to completing pre-printing crime reports (and 
perhap rep!ax this with a telephone rqxming methd) Is I i d y  to face perhaps 
unnecessary difficulties fe.g. st& unused to questioning over the p b ,  etc). 

The advantages of asking those repurring incidents to c~mplete a %wad' rt.p30st farm 
are that they are able to cull a more considered asesmmt of what took plaee than 
the immediate phonein. Moreover. report forms can be expanded or c i m p i  at little 
~ i t i ~ n a l  cost: a d  details can be subsequently me& d & d y  on to 'affrhe sheif 
spread-sheet computer programs (like Lotus 123). The dtsadvamages are that 
questions posed on a pre-pTinted ~.epwt can be liable tn M%mnt interpretation, and 
that - unless lengthy and very complicated - they cannot embrace the amount of 
detail that might be requested by someone operating a computer at the other end of 
the phone. &re software pmgams can be written for the uprator to be guided to 
&rent questions accarding to the natm of the incident that has ken reparted (see, 
for example, the Dixons Group system described m Appendix I). 

* What volumes of data will be held on computer? What pedcmnmce criteria must 
be met? 

In =swing the h a d m  needs of any compsttw system witlady tk piestion ~f 
whether tilt: system sbId be iirro, mi& or &Brame bad), the devebprs 4 
to be aware not only of the amount of information l ie& to be recorded on each and 
every criminal incident, but details about the number of cases that the user wants to 
hold 'on record' at any one time. In addition. the user s h d d  specify details of how 
quickly the system should re5pond in carrying out putkuliic opkiations: for emple,  
it is probably &id that mpeme time should be fbst when entering details 
recounted from someone at the other end of a phone, but speed may not be essential 
for subsequent analysis of reports, etc. 



* Do reports have to he circulated? 

In most larger retail companies - as in the pollce service - there is generally a 
requirement that paper reports of some (if not all) uiminal incidents be amlated both 
to those needing to take action on their contents, and to t ime  requiring them 'for 
information only'. Copies may be regtiired by auditors {m acawnt for sto& lass), by 
those dealing with insurance (for claim pqmses) w simply try senior management 
who wish to be informed of major incidents. 

Inevitably, those who have been used to seeing short, succinct, a c m  d criminal 
incidents will m t  wish to see much of ttK mare detailed information that is elicited 
for crime analysis puipss. There b no need fw them to do so: the ntmj&er software 
should separate those items of information that are of interest and leave fhe remainder 
'hidden'. 

* What analysis should be available? 

Again, those developing soha re  for any crime analysis system &odd he given 
specific details of what type of analysis may need to be p e r f o d .  In some 
circumstances it may be sufficient to provide facilities to identify and list i~iidents of 
particular type(s1. committed at particular times ar locations etc. In others. the 
statistical tests ilnd ~wtines available kern mast wcid scktxe seftwzm padcages may 
be required. Needless to say, there is no use at all elidting information that cannot 
subsequently be retrieved and made use of. 

* What are the training requirements for system users? 

The introduction of a a ime analysis system will at the minimum quirr  d t a t i o n  
with, but perhaps formal training of, three groups: those reporting uiminal iddents 
those recording these. and those likely to utilise data provided by the system. 

To deal with each: those jqwthg incjdents d need to be advised about how to 
complete new kinds of reports or that they need to be equippet with more 
comprehensive details when phoning through a report. Those recording incidents 
occupy a key position in determining the standard af infmmtbn entered into the 
computer. they require trainn- on how the system win work, what intetptetation to 
put on different questiols, aruld so forth. A spkm d may be wasary to m r e  
that common conventions are used consistenfly. Finally, there is little advantage in 
providing a system that is not fully utilised: so staff w h  am like to bedit fiom data 
anafysis mutim, etc. available in the system (from d i m  to regional security 
personnel) need to be made aware of the facilities and tmmmged to use them 
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